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Youth expected to impact '08
Chris Kissel
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King's message still resonates

by the candidates, and he was to be
flown down to St. Petersburg, Fla.

News Editor

attend die debate.
Three days later, Jones was interviewing famous politicians for his
to

The Spin Room was crowded
with pundits, supporters and politicians. Reporters spoke into their
microphones as cameras flashed
and the politicians shook hands.
Supporters congratulated their favorite candidates for their performance in the debate as the CNN
cameras continued to roll.
In the center of the hustle
and bustle of the post-YouTube
Republican debate spin room was
Andrew Jones, freshman political
science major at Seattle University
and pan of a new generation of impassioned, would-be voters.
Jones filmed and submitted a
question for the CNN/YouTube

Republican Presidential debate
days earlier, hardly expecting the
call he received the Sunday before
die event: his question about wateras an interrogation technique was chosen to be answered

boarding

YouTube page, shaking hands with
candidates like Mike Huckabee and
Ron Paul and was even being interviewed by CNN about his support
for Senator John McCain.
"We need to do things that elevate us above the people we're fighting," said Jones to the CNN correspondent. "I hope McCain's in die
running so I can vote for him when
die primaries come to my state."
Now, almost two mondis later,
Jones still sees McCain as die perfect candidate for the YouTube
Generation.
"If you listen to McCain, you
can hear that he's speaking to people
our age; when he talks about reform,
he's directing that message toward
us," says Jones. "He's
die one who's really relying on our vote."

□u

Searching out the loot

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

Local children carry a banner while leading the annual MLK Jr. march on Monday, Jan. 21. The march
started at Franklin High School in Rainier Valley and ended at MLK park in the Central District.

Roman Christaens
Volunteer Writer

"We are the legacy of this hodgepodge of humanity which dares
to achieve freedom, human rights

The concrete steps and grassy
mounds of Martin Luther King Jr.
MemorialPark were enveloped in a
sea of posters, each one advocating
an aspect of the dream King once
expressed. Held firmly in place by
people of all races, ages, genders,
social perspectives and religions,
the posters turned the once green
park into a kaleidoscope ofcolors.
"We are the world's melting
pot," a booming voice heralded
amid the clamor of the crowd.

and the dignity that this nation was
founded for."
The vibrant voice was that of
De'Sean Quinn, a city councilman
from Tukwila, who continued with
his message of a "promised land,"
a place where the problems of war,
poverty and racism are nonexistent.
In a climax to the day of unity, the
formerly serene park had erupted
in cheers of approval.
The Martin Luther King Jr.
March and Rally began at 9:30

in the halls of Franklin

a.m.

Roosevelt High School. People
gathered in rooms located throughout

the building

to participate in

workshops of
varied types.
Torture, immigration, food
justice, mobilizing communities,
black-on-black crime and disability segregation were just a few
topics tackled. Each contemporary issue included and integrated the theme of this year's rally:
"Let Freedom Ring:
End Racism, Poverty
and
commemorative
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Legality, safety of salvia debated
Joshua Lynch
Staff Writer
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It made die world tunnel away
before Chris Davis' eyes until,
suddenly Davis, a Seattle Central
Community College music major, was having an out-of-body
experience.
It turned others into "yellow plaid
French fries, fresh paint, a drawer, a
pant leg and a Ferris wheel," according to a 1994 study in the Journal
of Ethnopharmacology.
And for Brett Chidester, a 17year-old straight-A high school
student, it taught him the "secrets
of life." Chidesters' parents say it

Sunday

January 27, 2008

42°
36° <V/<

depressed him so much, he took
his own life.
It is salvia divinorum, an herb
in the mint family that can easily be found in grandmas garden.
But salvia is also die most powerful
naturally occurring hallucinogenic,
delivering a short, yet powerful trip
nearly as strong as LSD.
And it's completely legal under
Washington state and federal law.
In fact, salvia is so unregulated, anyone—even those under
18-years-old, like Ghahvehrokhi
and Chidester—can purchase
it. At $15 for a half-gram package, good for five highs, salvia,
often called Diviner's Sage or
Sally-D, is not only accessible but
inexpensive,, too.

Add that to the YouTube videos
of its users' experiences, and suddenly there's a demand for this "new,"
previously unheard-of drug.
"A lot of people were asking for
salvia," said a salesman at Capitol
Hill Tobacco and Cigars, who asked
not to be named. "They got excited
seeing it on the Internet."
But the herb's psychoactive
properties were utilized long before the development of the World
Believed

to have originated in
plots of land in the Mexican
state of Oaxaca, salvia has been used
for centuries by Mazatec American

moist

Indian elders to facilitate
visions, cure maladies
and divine the future.

Kenyan situation discussed
Dan Deacon rocks Neumos

<£-

Athletic trainer departs SU
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Martin Luther King March and Rally brings crowd to tears

DThe

issues also focused

around a famous

quote

of Martin Luther King
"The problem of racism, the
problem of economic exploitation,
and the problem of war are all tied
together. These are the triple evils
that are interrelated."
At 11:00 a.m., the throng of
people slowly merged into Franklin
High's hardwood gym, covering the
floor and bleachers until the only
visible ground was the speaker
platform. The Shiloh Missionary
Baptist Choir greeted the crowd,
and Mona Tep performed the
Black National Anthem, ushering
in several speeches by prominent
people of Seattle. Attendees like
Aaron Dixon, former leader of
the Black Panthers, Congressman
Jim McDermott and other government officials surrounded
the speakers.
The rally started off with the fervent words of community members
Alexes Harris and Larry Gosset,
who instilled even more zeal in
the crowd.
Harris used King's quotes to
point out similarities between the
Vietnam and the Iraq War with surprising accuracy and insight, and
showed that the many issues ofwar
and racism are as relevant today as

Jr:

they were during the American
Civil Rights Movement.
Other speakers, like Seattle
Public Schools Superintendent
Mari Goodloe-Johnson, helped
to build on King's ideals, bringing
fresh and unique perspectives on
the man.
A prominent member of the
Western Shoshone tribe also spoke
at the rally.
The tribal councilman delivered
a moving speech on the injustices
his own people have experienced
throughout the years. His words
were both shocking and heartfelt,
and he was the only speaker to receive a standing ovation throughout the entire rally.
The stories of the 1968 Franklin
High School sit-in and the 2006
Tukwila High School walk-out
were also remarkable, and recounted incidents in which students were
both arrested and "threatened to be
kicked off of their teams and respected clubs" for their participation in the movement.
The rally concluded as a nine
year-old boy named Isaiah Barnett
stepped up to the platform. Isaiah
took a nervous breath and with a
quivering voice began the famous
words ofNelson Mandela.
"Our fear is not that we are

inadequate. Our fear is that we
are powerful beyond measure,"
he said.
As he finished, the entire gym
was on

their feet.

The march itself began at
noon as the crowd walked the
loop around Martin Luther King
Walkway to the memorial park.
At Martin Luther King Memorial
Park, De'Sean Quinn and radio personality Tony 8., host ofStreetßeat
on KUBE 93 FM, delivered two
more speeches before the crowd returned to the cafeteria ofFranklin
Roosevelt High.
Several Seattle U students attended the Martin Luther King
march and rally. Those who participated described the experience
as "educational," "moving" and

"empowering."
"didn't just showcase what Dr.
King said, but also what his ideals were and how they pertain to
today's society."
Adam Toth, sophomore English
major, noted that "[the event]
didn't just showcase what Dr.
King said, but also what his ideals were and how they pertain to

today's society."

Braden VanOragt

The Spectator

Roman can be reached at

RedWolf Pope, a Seattle University student and member of the Western Shoshone tribe, delivers a moving speech on the injustices his

christiB@seattleu.edu

own people have experienced throughout the years.

New Washington State legislation favors local farmers
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer

be

Two pieces of proposed legislation could greatly affect farming
practices in Washington. One, a
state bill, would encourage more
locally grown foods to be served in
school cafeterias. The other, the national Farm Bill, is currently being
revised to help small family farms
who struggle to compete against
larger, corporate farms.
The state bill is being presented
in Olympia this week. It would allow for more fruits and vegetables
to be served at schools and, more
importantly, it would support
schools in their decision to buy local produce.
The legislation would allow
Washington schools to bypass
procurement laws which currently
force diem to purchase the cheapest
foods available; the cheapest food
generally does not come from local growers but from farms outside
the region.
Food from local farms tends to

expensive because these
farmers do not have the means
to easily package and ship their
produce. The proposed bill would
make this process easier by hiring
more

Agricultural
and by
employees
Department
funding research into the logistics
of local food production.
Because Seattle University is not
two new Washington

institution, it would not be
affected by the bill, explained Buzz
Hofford, general manager of Bon
Appetit at SU. Additionally, most
school cafeterias purchase large
amounts of processed and canned
foods, whereas Bon Appetit purchases almost all fresh produce.
Although Bon Appetit stands
a state

outside of state legislation, they
have been longtime supporters of
sustainable eating practices.
Every week, Bon Appetit receives a list from their produce

wholesaler—Charlie's Produce—
which includes the foods available
and where they were grown. The
chefs try to buy as much organic
and local produce as they can.
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"This has always been a high priorityfor us," said Hofford. "We buy
about thirty percent ofour produce
locally. Of course, in winter it's a
little less than that, simply because
ofavailability [of crops]."
Seasonability is a large reason serving only local foods
can be a challenge, especially in

Washington.
"As consumers, we're conditioned to expect our favorite foods
year round," said Hofford. "Here
at Bon Appetit, we have to balance our commitment to eating
locally with the satisfaction of our

customers."
Bon Appe'tit's continually admajor programs:
"Farm to Fork" and die "Eat Local
Challenge," at which participants
prepare a meal using only with
ingredients from within 150
vertises two

favor corporate farms," said
Hofford. "Family farms are barely
hanging on because they simply
can't compete against these highlysubsidized farms."
to

Hofford recounted his visit to
an Eastern Washington farm several
years ago. While volunteering at the
farm, Hofford witnessed first hand
the demise of the family farmer,
and its long-reaching effects on
America.

Family farms are barely
hanging on because
they can't compete
against these highly

subsidized farms.

miles of the cafe kitchen. Both
programs encourage corporations
and individuals to buy locallygrown and organic food, even if
it may cost more than foods from

farms.
If the proposed state bill is
passed, buying locally could become much easier in Washington.
On the national front, revisions
to the Farm Bill are currendy being
corporate

debated in the House and Senate.
The bill was originally put into
place during the Great Depression
to help small farms and is reviewed
every five years.
"This piece of national legislation is the system whereby the US
government supports farms, but
it has gradually been modified

Buzz Hofford
Bon Appetit General Manager

There are currently two versions of the Farm Bill that have
been revised by the House and
Senate. These versions must be solidified into one bill and sent to the
President for approval, but many
fear a veto is inevitable due to the
president's longstanding relation
with some of the nation's biggest
farmers: growers of corn and soy.
These large farms contribute to
petroleum consumption and use a
lot ofchemical fertilizers and pesticides, damaging the environment,

said Hofford.
In addition, manyof these farms
produce genetically modified, and
potentially harmful, produce.
Although such produce is outlawed elsewhere, such as Europe,
American farmers are often not
required to label food as being genetically modified. Meanwhile, local and organic farmers have a hard
time selling their more expensive,
but arguably healthier, produce
at stores.

Supporters of healthier and
"I saw store fronts shuttered up,
no one had work," he said. "When
you lose family farms, it affects the
community in more ways than
just food."
Many hoped that the 20072008 revision would provide more
support for local farmers, as well as
money for alternative energy and
nutrition research, and conservation and rural development programs. So far, it appears that, while
some progress is being made, the
changes are not as radical as small
farms and organic farmers hoped.

sustainable eating practices
are hopeful that whatever small
changes are made during this revision of the Farm Bill will open the
door to more improvements with
the nation's farming practices.
"This is really the first time this
bill has gained any public exposure," said Hoffman. "The more
people that are involved and express
their concerns about this issue, the
better."
more

Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
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Jesuits elect Adolfo Nicolas as Superior General
Sean Towey
Sports Editor

In early 2006, Peter-Hans
Kolvenbach, S.J., announced that
he intended to resign his position as
Superior General of the Society of
Jesus, the top position in the largest
holy order in the Catholic Church,
claiming 19,564 members in 127
nations. He proceeded to call the
35th General Congregation, which
accepted Kolvenbach's resignation
on

Jan. 14.

Five days later, on Jan. 19,
the congregation selected Adolfo
Nicolas, S.J. as the next Superior
General. Born near Madrid, Spain
in 1936, Nicolas has spent the majority of his Jesuit life working in
Asia. Before becoming Superior
General, Nicolas served as the Jesuit
provincial of Japan and as director
of the East Asia Pastoral Institute

Manila, the capital of the
Philippines. He speaks Japanese,
English, French and Italian and is
seen as somebody who can work
between the cultural differences in
the Church.
Nicolas is the 30th Superior
General since St. Ignatius of Loyola

Pope. However, Superior Generals
are allowed to resign with the permission of the Pope and the General
Congregation, as Kolvenbach has
proven. Father Pedro Arrupe, the
28th Superior General, asked to
resign from his position but was
denied by Pope John Paul 11.
Nicolas' acceptance speech portrayed the social justice and service
issues that define the Jesuits.
"As Christians, as Jesuits, as
people of God," he said, according
the Catholic News Service, "we are
called to serve. The more we serve,
the more we please God." Father
Nicolas also paid special attention
to helping those marginalized by
the effects of globalization.

I think he's going to

serve as a bridge

in

became the first one in 1541.At 71,
he is only nine years younger than
his predecessor Kolvenbach, who
cited his age as his main reason for
resigning from his post. Delegates
from all over the world, 225 in all,
all took part in selecting Nicolas,
who was chosen during the second
ballot.

Many media outlets dub the

Superior General the "black pope"
because of his black cassocks and
the fact he serves a life term, like the

between cultures.
Peter Ely, SJ
Theology Professor

The selection came as a surprise
many Jesuits, many of whom
expected a younger man to be selected. Also, Father Nicolas failed
to appear on a list of 10 candidates
who were likely to be chosen for
the position.
"I had never heard of him before," said Peter Ely, S.J., associate
professor of Theology and Religious
Studies at Seattle University. "I
think it was a message diat we didn't
wantanother 25-year man." Father
Kolvenbach served as Superior
to

General from 1983 to 2008.
However, Ely believes Father
Nicolas will make a quality Superior
General.
"He's extraordinary," said Ely.
"He's done a lot of missionary work
in Asia, working with Buddhism
and Confucianism, I think he's
going to serve as a bridge between
cultures."
Now that they have chosen
the Superior General, the General
Congregation will go on to discuss
"postulates." Postulates are items,
"presented for consideration to the
General Congregation with the intention of renewal in mission and

governance" according

to

Jesuit,

org.
Several of this congregation's
postulates have to do with obedience, both within the order, to the
Catholic Church itself, and to the
Pope. The Pope encouraged these
discussions, saying in a letter to
Father Kolvenbach, "I heartily hope
that the present Congregation affirms with clarity the authentic charism of the Founder [St.
Ignatius] so as to encourage all
Jesuits to promote true and healthy
Catholic doctrine."
The Jesuits have a history of tension with the Papacy, being both
repressed and suppressed in their
474 year history. A recent example
oftension between the Vatican and
the Society came in August, 1981,
when Father Arrupe suffered a
stroke and was unable to fulfill his
duties. Instead of the then Vicar
General assuming the Superior
General's duties, Pope John Paul
II appointed his own delegate,
Paolo Dezza, S.J., to run the affairs

Courtesy jesuits.org

Adolfo Nicoloas was elected Superior General on Jan. 19, 2008.
of the Church before a General
Congregation was called in 1983.
"It was an extraordinary intervention in the affairs of the Jesuits
by the Holy See," said Ely.
However, Ely understands in
part why the relationship between
the Vatican and the Society of Jesus
is

complicated.

"We're on the edge," said Ely.
"We're at that place where the
Church meets the world. Therehas
always been fidelity to the Church
and openness to the world. It has

always been there."
Father Kolvenbach is credited
in large part for creating a strong
and positive relationship between
the Pope and the Jesuits.
Glen Butterworth, S.J., associate to the dean of students, also
understands the importance and
history ofobedience in the Society
of Jesus.
"It's important to understand
obedience," said Butterworth.

States passing legislation to ban salvia

in which a friend

B

"You've got to be really careful
with salvia," he said, eyes wide.
Some researchers agree. Tests
show salvia causes depressive symp-

Today's uses for salvia
have strayed far from
the deep religious experiences it once provoked, said
Daniel Siebert, an independent
researcher who has studied salvia
for more than 20 years.
For more than 500 years, the
mint was reverently and ritualistically eaten by the Mazatecs, who
tended the fields where the white
and purple flowers of the plant
sprang from the square stem three
feet in the air. Now salvia is abused
by young people who smoke it,

seeking a quick high and a thrilling experience, said Siebert.
Salvia is mass produced and
comes in flavors such as watermelon or coconut. Companies
like Clubl3 boil the leaves, creating extracts ranging from 1 Ox" to
"lOOx" that drastically increase the
potency of the plants psychoactive
component, salvinorin A.
The extracts are usually smoked,
said Davis, who used to make
his own extracts from a potted
"

salvia plant.
Davis said the strongest highs
were

accomplished by inhaling

the salvia extracts from a bong
and holding the smoke in for 45
seconds. Within 10 minutes, salvinorin A will act on a part of the
brain known as the kappa opiate
receptor, where much of human
perception is regulated.
Intense hallucinations will

follow in which users have sensations of traveling in other dimensions or floating, said Siebert. The
high typically lasts 15 minutes
when smoked, and if salvia leaves
are chewed, hallucinations could
last up to two hours.
"It's really interesting," said
Davis, "and, well, really beyond
words."
Users will usually experience dizziness, nausea, incoherent speech,
a decreased heart rate and chills.
Siebert warns these effects are not
what college partiers are seeking.
"Salvia is not fun in the way
that alcohol or marijuana can be,"
he said. "If you try to party with
salvia you probably won't have a
good time."
But a study released Jan. 14 in
the Journal of Drug and Alcohol
Dependence with 1,516 college
student respondents found that salvia is a party drug more prevalent

with hundreds of members
on Facebook also offer testimony
to the hallucinogen's popularity
among young adults.
But salesmen at several smoke
shops on Capitol Hill almost unanimously said salvia has been a slow
seller since it hit their shelves in the
past year.
"There was hype about it, but it
fizzled out," said Nick at Broadway
Smoke Shop, who said he stopped
selling salvia because no one seemed
use

to want it.

a balcony.

toms in rats and monkeys and dysphoria—similar to depression—in
people.
But others, like Siebert, would
disagree. They argue salvia has
shown through years of use by the

Mazatec American Indians that it
is not addictive and does not cause
any permanent damage. In fact,
they say it could even be helpful in

fighting diseases like Alzheimer's,

Salvia is not fun in

the way that alcohol

or marijuana can be.
Daniel Siebert
Independent Salvia Researcher

HIV and cancer.
But concrete, detailed studies
on salvia are few and far between.
A general lack of knowledge about
the drug pervades the general public, said Caleb Banta-Green, an expert in emerging drugs ofabuse at
the University of Washington.
That's true of the folks who

sell the product,

than previously thought.

men at

Within the last year, 4.5 percent of respondents reported they
used salvia—a rate on par with
reported use ofillicit drugs like ecstasy and cocaine and far exceeding reported use of heroin and

methamphetamine.
Those most likely to have used
salvia were white fraternity members who reported heavy alcohol
consumption regularly and illicit
drug use in the past year.
Groups dedicated

high on salvia
"freaked out" and almost fell from

to

salvia

The unnamed salesman at
Capitol Hill Tobacco said several
people came back after smoking the
extract disappointed and upset.
"They said, 'I just fell asleep. It
didn't do nothing,'" he said, gesturing his arms wildly above a glass
case filled with bongs, pipes, knives
and brass knuckles.
That people don't come back
for more is no surprise, according
to Davis. He stopped using salvia
himself, too scared after an incident

Ofthe salessix Seattle smoke shops,
too.

only one had tried salvia himself.
One employee at Pike Street's
Top Smoke even thought the
salvia hanging on a shop rack
was tea.
Between an ignorance ofsalvia's
existence and the lack of solid evidence showing that it's harmful, the
drug is flying under the radar of
lawmakers and law enforcement.
"I'm not hearing anything about
salvia from any of the people with
whom I work," said Banta-Green,

"It's obedience to a mission, not
so much 'do everything I say'. As

Jesuits we

are called to live in that
tension."
Another important postulate
that could directly affect Seattle
University is that of Vocational
Promotion. The Jesuits have declined in numbers in recent years,
with both men leaving the order
and fewer men joining the order.
This has caused some worry in the

Society.
"How come we elicit so much
admiration and so little following?" asked Nicolas, according to
the CNS.
Butterworth is also aware of the
issue.
"I think it's about connecting
people to what moves them," he
said. "It's a matter of deepening
the awareness."

Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu

who often advises law enforcement
agencies and addiction therapists.
But he notes it's the same with
ecstasy, even though its use is far
better documented.
But after the suicide of Brett
Chidester, salvia has come under
the spotlight and more states are

regulating its use.
According to the Drug
Enforcement Administration, salvia
has since been banned in Louisiana,
Missouri and Delaware, where
Chidester lived and where people
refer to the ban as Brett's Law.
Legislation against salvia is currently pending in 12 other states, and
it's illegal in Australia. And while
smoking is banned inside all campus buildings, Seattle University's
Student Code of Conduct makes
no mention of salvia specifically
and only bans use or possession of

illegal drugs.
But Housing Director Romando
Nash notes hookah, legal like salvia,
has been banned from campus.
The DEA is analyzing whether
salvia should be added to its list of
schedule one drugs, making it illegal in the U.S. for any purpose, medicinal or recreational, said Rogene
Waite, a DEA spokeswoman. The
agency now classifies salvia as a
drug of concern.
"Just because we haven't made
salvia schedule one doesn't mean it's
safe or healthy," Waite said. "It's just
not a good idea to get high."
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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"Comixtravaganza" Educating the public on Kenya
aims for new fans
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer

Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
Seattle Public Libraries are celebrating the world of comics and
graphic novels during "Comic
Month." A series ofevents—such
as drawing contests and anime dis-

cussions—have already occurred

about what makes the "comics"
form unique.
"Comics present a very clear
and singular vision found in no
other medium," said Baldus.
"There are many technical aspects
ofcomics that make them very attractive. For example, artists have
the ability to present static images
side-by-side that convey messages
that go deeper than simple text."
A wide variety of community
members of all ages attended

library branches around the
city. The month's biggest event,
Comixtravaganza, will happen at
the Central Library on Jan. 26.
Hayden Bass, Teen Services Wednesday's event. Young chilLibrarian at die Central Library, dren sat alongside teenagers, colcreated Comic Month to bring lege students and other adults.
comic enthusiasts and local comic Older members of the audience
artists together. Bass hopes to enlistened patiently to Baldus precourage all library patrons to take sentation while the younger half
a second look at the art form.
began drawing.
"Urn, I'm trying to draw
"The world of graphic novels
is just as big as any other form of and your talking is distracting
me," a kid in the front said. The
story telling," she said. "They are
full of deep and meaningful stoaudience laughed.
"I loved having such a great
ries and are a beautiful art form in
their own right.
age range at today's event," said
"Everybody likes different Jennifer Robinson, Capitol Hill s
things when it comes to books, Teen Services Librarian. "It was
and the same applies to comics," a wonderful mix. We want to
said Bass. "There are all sorts of get people to realize that comics
comics and graphic novels out aren't just for little kids—-adults
there that appeal to differentkinds read them too. They can be silly,
of people."
but many comics deal with seriComixtravaganza will include ous issues."
a workshop on making comics
Comic Month was initially
with acclaimed local artist David geared toward teenagers, tradiLasky, whose work has appeared tionally the biggest readers of the
in PULSE magazine. Attendees
medium. Bass encourages the enwill create their own mini-comic thusiasm that local teens have for
book and are encouraged to docomics even though some may
nate a copy of their creation to
argue that they lack the "quality"
the library.
of reading found in books. Bass
After die workshop, a "Getting disagrees.
Into Comics" panel will discuss
"It's not what you read that
popular comics and the artists matters so much as how long
who create them, with recommenyou read," she said. "Comics can
dations for the beginning comic serve as a 'gateway book' for teens;
book reader.
they encourage further reading.
The day will conclude with a They can also help struggling
readers—like those who speak
presentation by celebrated cartoonistEllen Forney, co-winner of English as a second language—
the 2007 National Book Award. follow a story and improve their
Forney illustrated "The Absolute comprehension skills."
True Diary ofa Part-Time Indian,"
The visual learning aspect of
written by Seatde aurhor Sherman comics was what attracted Ron
Alexie.
Shevuah, a biologist, to the event
free
at
the Capitol Hill library. Shevuah
and
Comixtravaganza is
at
2:00
will begin
p.m. Parking is working on a textbook about
be
available
for
will
a $5 speviruses for students of chemical
cial event rate at the Central biology, and wants to incorporate
graphics with the text.
Library garage.
"I liked the idea of learning
events
have
already
Smaller
taken place at the Queen Anne, how to express myself visually,"
North East, Capitol Hill and he said.
Comic Month is unique
University libraries. The last minievent —"Pizza and Comics"—is
among library programs because it
scheduled for Jan. 23 at the has attracted people ofall ages and
Beacon Hill library at 4:00 pm. because events took place at all
This event will include a discusbranches in die library system.
sion on favorite comic books and
"Teen ServiceLibrarians love to
a drawing contest with prizes.
work together," said Bass. "We're
Last Wednesday, the Capitol nerds that way."
"We're literally trying to
Hill Branch hosted a Draw-AThon at which attendees learned 'branch out' with this event,"
the basics of making comics. added Robinson. "Instead of
The event was lead by local artist holding them all at the Central
Zachary Baldus.
Library, we're doing events all
Baldus, an illustrator and around the city to bring comcomic book artist from Pordand, munities together. The big event,
showcased his recent work for Comixtravaganza, is going to be
the DC Comics series "American amazing—don't miss it!"
Splendor." He explained how he
at

,

became an illustrator, offered ad-

Sara can be reached at

vice for aspiring artists and talked

bemerts@seattleu.edu

The global African studies program put on a panelist discussion on
Jan. 14 in die Pigott Auditorium, in
order to inform die student population about die history and societal
issues behind the current violence
in Kenya.
Dr. Olufemi Taiwo, professor of

philosophy and director of global
African studies, opened die discussion widi a cautious warning to die

audience.
"We need to intervene before we
fall victim to everyone who is saying what is wrong with Kenya. The
business tonight is education," said
Taiwo.
With those words, Taiwo introduced the panelists: Joel Ngugi,
Assistant Professor, School of Law,
University of Washington; Anita
Koyier-Mwamba, J.D., Disability
Rights Washington; Connie
Anthony, Associate Professor,
Department of Political Science
and Global AfricanStudies Program,
Seattle University; and Edwin

"There are enough Africans who
like to use the analytic framework
of tribal divisions, but those never
explain anything," saidTaiwo.
He said that students and the
general public are disserved when
violence in Africa is framed purely
along ethnic differences.
"American audiences often assume that Africa is the sum total
ofits pathologies and that nodiing
good can come out of Africa," said
Taiwo. He said diis mentality creates
a "donor-to-beggar" relationship between Western nations and African
nations.
The panelists emphasized that
die problem in Kenya is not entirely
based on edinic differences.
"Much of die media has spoken
of die crisis as a conflict between Luo
and Kikuyu. The conflict is much
more complex and encompasses
class, gender and ethnicity," said
Anita Koyier-Mwamba. "Racism
against highly-melanated people in
die world has resulted in reductionism of matters affecting Africa and
Africans and so reports are often accepted with little challenge".

Abuya, Visiting Professor, School
of Law, Seattle University.
The panelists began the discussion by noting diat die issues being
discussed were not just news breaking; they were personal as well, for
Ngugi, Koyier-Mwamba and Abuya
are all from Kenya.
Ngugi began die discussion noting that Kenya is often only in the

I do not think there
is going to be a war.
That is far-fetched.
Sandra Amolo
Freshman Political Science Major

press, like other countries in Africa,

when it is "in crisis." He said there
are two things to be celebrated in
light of recent events: that these
elections in Kenya had the largest
turnout ever and that seventeen
political parties sponsored political
candidates, as opposed to a time
seventeen years ago when, by law,
Kenya was a single-party state.
Ngugi then layed out the three
main causes of die conflict: die trigger cause—die irregularities real and
perceived, of die election results; die
intermediate causes—a crisis ofconfidence in die judiciary and constitution; and die root causes—tensions
diat have been avoided by political
candidates and primarily have dieir
roots in socioeconomic differences.
This economic divide goes back
to die unresolved crisis ofland ownership in the Rift Valley region of
Kenya, which has been an issue since
colonial times in die 19405.
Beginning in the 1880s, the
British colonizers displaced the
Kikuyu people from die Rift Valley
to die white high lands, where diey
were not allowed to own land. When
Kenya won independence in 1964,
many people felt diat land ownership should return to the pre-colonial layout, but die issue was never
resolved.
Today, die Kikuyu are economically the strongest ethnic tribe in
Kenya, and according to KoyierMwamba are die perceived symbol
of what is wrong with die incumbent government. The post-election
violence has pitted die Kikuyu, who
support the incumbent Kibaki,
against the Luo, who support the
opposition presidential candidate,

Raila Odinga.
All of die panelists agreed diat die
violence was not predicated direcdy
on

differences ofedinicities.

the discussion that "families do not

forget."

"The voter at the poll is not thinking about the issues, they are thinking about tribal associations and who
their friends are," said Amolo.
After die presentations, the panelists answered questions that primarily centered on what direction
events were likely to go. The potentials for civil war, power sharing and
re-election were all raised.
"I do not think that there is going to be a war. That is far-fetched,"
said Amolo. "There [are] not enough
resources and it would be bad for the

economy."
The panelists were in agreement
about the likelihood of war, given
that Kenya is currently the economic stabilizer for Eastern Africa.
Given die relative instability of its
surrounding neighbors Uganda and
Sudan, Kenya is not only the focal
point of foreign investment in the
area but also is a haven for refugees
and a channel for foreign aid to
Eastern Africa.
As the panelists talked, several
mentioned how the heightened media coverage on Kenya in a time of
violence can give Westerners certain
associations with the country.
Amolo shared the same
opinion.
"The whole political association
that has arisen how creates a negative affiliation with my country," said
Amolo.
She noted that American students often associate Kenya with

Due to past historical situations
that revolved around tribal associations, ethnic groups were set up on
socioeconomic courses that they
maintain to this day, putting some
in positions of economic security
and some in severe poverty. Thus
the violence in Kenya is a matter of
the have and the have-nots in terms
of power and economics.
The opposition group, the
Orange Democratic Movement, or
ODM, led by presidential candidate
Raila Odinga represents a turningaway from ethnic affiliations and to
many, symbolized hope.
Now, Odinga and the ODM
are protesting the election and announced on Jan. 18 that they would
boycott companies who support
Kibaki.
"Many voters were certain that
Kenya had entered an era of rising above ethnicity and looking
towards electing leadership that
would provide die best opportunity
for Kenyans to grow the economy
and share in the profits of a successful nation," said Koyier-Mwamba.
"[...] Many feel they took monumental risks in voting out the "old
boys club," and yet that has had adverse impact."
Sandra Amolo, freshman political science major, was born in Kenya
and remains actively involved in
family discussions about die political
situation. She said that she supported Odinga because he represented
a

change.

Her dad is associated with the
Luo tribe and her motherthe Luyiah
tribe.
Amolo said she agreed with the
panelists' evaluation that the issue
is largely a socioeconomic one, but
echoed Koyier-Mwamba's words in

"The Lion King" or the Serengeti,
but not widi a complex history.
Koyier-Mwamba said that the
fact that Africa is highlighted only in
times of strife is due to a "conscious
and unconscious racism."
"Africa is locked away in a box
marked 'difference'," said Taiwo.
He said that westerners will need
to respect the agency ofAfrica and
not presume that events cannot be
resolved witJiout greater violence.

Emily can be reached at
holtel©seattleu.edu

The Steven Klein Company

www.stevenklein.com

Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
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Jesuit's studies explore dark history of the Society
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
One of the staples of educaUniversity and of
the Jesuit identity is the idea of
social justice.
For a long period of time in
Maryland, a group of Jesuits chose
to ignore that teaching, creating a
dark corner in the history of the

his doctorate from the University
of Connecticut in 1998, the dissertation, titled "Jesuit Slave-holding
in Maryland, 1717-1838" was
published by Rottlidge books in
2001.
"I was extremely lucky," said
Murphy. "Rottlidge had a book
agent that was assigned to look
over dissertations and they contacted me and asked if I wanted

Jesuit tradition.

it

Between 1717and 1838, Jesuits
in the Northern colony chose to
own slaves, citing the scripture put
forth by St. Paul, which ordered
slaves to obey their masters. Backed
by the Church and several medieval
philosophers, a group of Jesuits accepted slaves as gifts from Catholics
in the area.
"For years, the Catholic Church
had a history of condoning slavery,"
said Thomas Murphy, S.J., assistant

The book, which Murphy says
stands as more of a research tool
than anything else, follows Jesuit
slave-owners from 1717 until the
Maryland Jesuits chose to sell their
slaves in 1838.
"They faced the problem that
their plantations were no longer profitable. They also wanted
to get out of the countryside
and into the major cities," said
Murphy of the reason for selling
the slaves rather than setting them
free. "But the Jesuits said the
slaves were not capable of caring
for themselves and would die in a
few years."
Murphy's book also examines
the writings of John Woolman,
a Quaker who suggested that the
Golden Rule, which states "Do unto
others as which them to do unto
you," should trump all messages in
any other part of scripture.
"Woolman thought the Golden
Rule should take precedence over
anything in the Bible when it
came to slavery," said Murphy.
"Obviously you wouldn't ask

tion at Seattle

professor ofhistory.
The Catholic Church, which reversed its stance on slavery in 1889,
has kept the issue quiet. But after
attending a conference in Chicago
of young Jesuits, Thomas Murphy,
SJ, assistant professor of history,
decided it was time to chronicle
the history most Jesuits would
rather forget.
"There was a lot of teasing that
went on about this issue," said
Murphy. "I thought 'this is a problem and we need to look at it'."
That experience led Murphy to
focus his dissertation on the subject. Three years after he received

published."

Jackie

Canchola

The Spectator

Thomas Murphy, SJ, history professor at SU, wrote "Jesuit Slave-holding in Maryland, 1717-1838."
become a slave unwanted
less you
to become a
slave yourself."
Father Murphy said that the
CatholicChurch missed an opportunity to change their opinion on
someone to

slavery, on the basis of Woolman's
writing. While Woolman began
writing in the late 18th century,
the Church would not change its
stance until the late 19th century,
almost 25 years after the end of the
Civil War.
"The Church had a very good
record on condemning slave

writing any others in the near future, stressed the idea that openly
of a contradiction; how did the examining and discussing the darkslaves get to the United States in est moments in Catholicism is necthe first place?"
essary in order to find the best way
said
his
book
also
exto do things in the future.
Murphy
the
difference
between
the
"The most important thing it
amines
of
that
was
discussed
did
is show the Church some hutype
slavery
Bible,
the
and
the
kind
that
took
in
mility, said Murphy. "You can't do
place in America.
any social justice work unless we
"Slavery back then was more of come to grips with aspects in our
a household thing," said Murphy.
past that our less than pleasant."
"It was comparably gentle."
Murphy, who has ideas for Mike can be reached at
other books, but does not plan on baldl799@seattleu.edu

trading, but they said slavery itself
was OK," said Murphy. "It's kind

cTfie
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Library unveils expansion plans
Immigrants pulled
between two worlds
Justin Najar

facing Mount Baker.
The McGoldrick Learning

Staff Writer

Lauren Padgett
Managing Editor

are taken into consideration, but
most don't think about how the
subsequent traumas are perpetu-

ated, and trickle down throughout
the generations," said Moore.
CISPES members Cecilia
the Office of Jesuit Identity prefMartinez Vasquez and Jackie
aced the discussion panel with Martinez, who are sisters, agreed
this statement:
with Moore's struggle—the strug"History is a very subjective gle of being part ofthe American
culture and yet being distinctly El
experience."
Personal history and experiSalvadorian.
ence is relevant when discussing
They described their father's
El Salvador, a country marked allegiance to the Farabundo Marti
by dissent, corrupt politics and National Liberation Front, or
repressed communities. Each FLMN, who hoped to overthrow
panel member spoke from the the oppressive El Salvadorian govheart Thursday night on their ernment. All of the men involved,
own experiences, sharing stories
including the young boys, went
of the conflicts in El Salvador and, into hiding when the military
ultimately, their divided sense of attacked, leaving the women
loyalty to a country that they can and children to fend for themno longer call home.
selves. When Martinez Vasquez
The discussion was sponsored and Martinez were eight and
by the Committee in Solidarity six, respectively, their village was
with El Salvador, or CISPES, bombed and they were forced to
an organization committed flee the village.
to fighting injustices and proThe women, then small children,
of
escaped with a cousin seven
moting awareness in hopes
months
instigating change.
pregnant, their grand2,
2007,
mother
14 peacemother,
On July
and other female
ful protestors were arrested in relatives.
El Salvador for taking part in a
"I remember looking up at
the
of
the
protest against
privatization
sky and seeing the helicopters
overhead," said Martinez Vasquez.
water and charged with terrorism.
The brutality the protestors were "My mother told me, 'don't look
Speaking on the conflict in El
Salvador, a country plagued with
civil unrest, Eddie Salazar from

with during the peaceful rally, their treatment since, and the
charges against them are the issues
fueling the CISPES movement.
If convicted under current
anti-terrorism laws, the 14 protestors could spend up to 60 years
in prison. This is due to current
legislation in El Salvador, which
silences peaceful protests, as well
as members ofthe socialist movement, placing them under the
banner of "terrorist." Revoking
the right to a peaceful protest
and organization ofsocial reform
parties means a dictatorship in
met

El Salvador—something Salazar
likened to life before the Peace
Accords in 1992, when massacres
and atrocities occurred on a wide
scale to scare El Salvadorians into
submission.
Seattle CISPES member
Herman Moore discussed his personal identity struggles as a second generation immigrant. While
he never lived in El Salvador
himself, Moore's mother escaped
persecution there while pregnant
with him. The difficulties she
faced as a vulnerable refugee in
reign land—while supporta child—are memories that
continue to influence Moore.
Knowing he is El Salvadorian and
American is a struggle he contin-

t
w

ues to experience.
"It's a personal identity problem," said Moore. "Going back is
a painful experience—l feel like I
don't belong here nor there."

back, just run.
Women in El Salvador were
a vulnerable target, often the
victims of rape and murder. The
Martinezes would find women
hanging from trees, captured
in the night by militia and
,

"

brutally attacked.
"We were all petrified when
the night would come, anything
could happen," said Martinez.
"We'd sleep under the beds
to avoid the bullets and wake
up in the middle of the night,

screaming."
Eventually, the sisters were able
to come to America with their
mother as part of the sanctuary
movement. Long-time green card
holders, the family found themselves in limbo for most of their
lives—not Americans and no longer in their homeland. They found
a niche in education—Martinez
is a student at the University of
Washington pursuing her PhD
and Martinez Wsquez holds a
masters degree.
Both agreed that their education helped them make sense of
what happened when they were
children and ignited a flame of inspiration and passion for change
within them.
"Education is liberation," said
Martinez. "[What happened to
us] really marked what we've become as adults."

Wearing red, the sisters
proudly spoke of their commitment to family, education
and to highlighting the injustices of their homeland, of the
change they hope to engage with
through CISPES.

The relevance of the El
Salvadorian struggle to a second generation immigrant can
be full of conflicting emotion,
said Moore.
"The immediate effects of Lauren can be reached at
[war] upon immediate persons padgettl@seattleu.edu

The Lemieux Library may be
a blast from the past, but major
changes are coming very soon
changes that will disrupt life on
campus for nearly a year and result
in an entirely new building.
This new building will be
called the McGoldrick Learning
Commons and will be connected
to the front of the library, taking
up much of the grassy area and
the steps currently leading up
to Lemieux.
According to Steve De Bruhl, the
project center manager and facilities
administrator for Seattle University,
there hasbeen discussion about renovations for the library since around
2000. After the discussion became
serious, the school ordered a feasibility study to be carried out by the
architectural design firm Fletcher,
Farr, and Ayotte, which was concluded in 2002.
The McGoldrick Learning
Commons, along with the library
—

renovations, is

projected

to cost

about $50 million. Currently, the
school has raised $25.5 million, including a $ 10 million gift from the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
according to senior development officer James Hembree. This money
will only be awarded if the school
raises the right amount of money
before the deadline set by the
foundation.
The university needs $10 million more to reach its goal of $35.5
million. It wants to have the rest
of the $35.5 million by the end of
this fiscal year, June 30th, according
to Hembree.
Hembree says that this is possible, and that the school is currently
courting donors that have expressed
an interest in the project.
The school will have to pay for
some of the project. The project
costs not covered by the $35 million
in donations will be paid through
a bond, which will ultimately be
paid off through increased tuition
rates. The rates will go up slowly
over time, according to Ron Smith,
vice president for finance and business affairs.
"I think tuition will go up anyway, just because of the cost ofeducation. This will just add additional
pressure," said Smith.
John Popko, university librarian, says the top floor will have
two reading rooms, provided there
is enough money, with one facing Mount Rainier, and the other

EBB

Commons is to be a three-storey
building which will include 24hour access to part of the first floor,
just like the library's current policy
at the silent study room.
One of the renovations will be
a modernization of the Lemieux
fire safety system. Right now, the
system is legally sufficient because
it lives up to the codes under which
the building was originally built.
However, tJhese codes are from 1966
and may be outdated.
The replacement of the fire safety
system is only one part of the renovations project.
"We're proposing a digital commons tJiat is spread over two floors,
has seating for between 40 and 80
people and furniture that is modular and easily reconfigured," said
Popko, who also took part in the
2002 feasibility study.

I think tuition will
up anyway

[...]

go

this

will just add pressure.
Ron Smith
Business Affairs Vice President

to Popko, the library
have
a
much
broader technowill
infrastructure
with more
logical
computers, multimedia rooms and
access to technology than before.
"We're planning on bringing in a
learning assistance center, the writing assistance center, the new speaking center, and perhaps the math
lab, and [we will] try to locate them
on level one," said Popko.
The library renovations are designed to modernize the facility, and
take it into the future.
"I think we've captured, generally speaking, a program that's
needed to move into the next 20
years here," said De Bruhl.

According

According

to

Popko,

construc-

tion is tentatively set to begin immediately after the end ofthe spring
quarter of2009. If this happens, the
library will stay closed until the beginning offall quarter in 2010.
Because the library will be shut
down for the duration of the renovation and construction period, the
services it currently provides are to
be relocated, most likely, in the
basement of theLee building.
Its size, however, may not be adequate to carry on all the functions

Teach English

Enthusiastic and professional individuals: Apply to teach English
conversation to adults and children at one of AEON Corporation's
300+ schools throughout Japan.

We will be interviewing in Portland Feb. 10th 12th
Seats limited. Apply online by Feb. Ist1 st
-

� Competitive Salary � Paid Training � Subsidized Rent

A Bachelor's degree and perfect command of English required.
Japanese language or teaching experience not necessary.
Visit our website for more information.

of the library. According to Popko,
it measures out to be 9,806 square
feet. He estimates a single floor in
the Lemieux library to be 15,000
square feet.
"Our being closed in, being
moved into smaller facilities, is going to have a ripple effect across
campus, because students who will
be displaced by our move will be
looking for a comparable place to
go," said Popko.
One of the ripples this may
cause, asidefrom causing frustration
with students, is the distribution of
services provided by the library to
various locations around campus.
The library may have its services
spread around the campus as satellites, in areas where die students are
who would most likely use them.
Because of the limited amount
ofspace available for the temporary
library, Popko says students need to
let the library staff know what it is
tliey would like preserved in its temporary facility.
"Because so much of the journal literature is now available online, we know we can weed some
ofour bound and loose periodicals,
and the campus wouldstill have the
electronic versions to rely on," said

Popko.
According

to Popko, the surviving portion of the library's collection will most likely go into either
dark storage or open storage. In dark
storage, none of the works will be
accessed, but in open storage, works
can

still be checked

out.

The access will most likely
be limited, though. The library
will most likely have to rely on
its partners in the Orbis Cascade
Alliance, a network of34 schools in
the region.
"We'll probably have to borrow heavily, like never before," said

Popko.
There is the possibility, as with
any large project, that a problem
may arise, especially in the area
of funding. If the school does not
have all the money in hand by the
time it wants to start construction
on the project, construction can

still begin.
"To have 80 percent of the
fundraising in cash before we start
a project is the policy," said Smith.
"The odier 20 percent needs to be
pledged. Construction can dien begin [...] even if the school does not
have all of die money for the project
in

hand."

Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
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after school for 15 and 12
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Dispatches from Ecuador: Weekend of the Crying Guaguas
Spencer Bollen
Volunteer Writer

Saturday night, I tried to call a
woman I had met in the historic district the last week. After a considerable amount of difficulty, I finally
got a good phone connection.
"It's me, Espenser," I told her.
"The gringo you met about a
week ago."
As soon as I said "gringo," she
launched into a series of rapid-fire
questions about how I had been.
This is common practice here in
most—if not
questions can be an"good," "yes" or "thank

Quito. Thankfully
all—of the
swered with

you."
Having survived this interrogation without looking too foolish, I
decided to be brave and ask her to
go salsa dancing that night. "No,
(something) (something) the baby,"
she responded.
"What? Baby? I'm not understanding," I exclaimed, feeling thor-

meet a girl I should ask if she has a
baby. My host dad, Hector Villacis,
taught me the Quichua word for

baby—guagua—explaining that if
I used it, women wouldknow I was
a smart guy.
The following night at mass,
I learned that even Ecuadorian
priests sometimes put their foot in
their mouth. My host sister, Carla
Villacis, told me the previous week
that she didn't especially care for the
more serious priest who gave mass at
the Parish ofLa Dolorosa.

A poor woman

came up to the
microphone with her
baby and started
begging for help.

oughly confused.
"I have to look after my son," she

told

me.

As it turns out she is happily married and has a baby. Apparently, she
had given me her number because
she wanted to help me get to know
the city. She insisted that we should
still get together with her friends
and husband to have a beer.
After I finished laughing at myself, I told my host family about
this. They were highly amused and
suggested that the next time that I

about the meaning of sin,
it dawned on me diat this was probably the priest Carla had warned me
about. It's possible that this thought
shaped how I saw what followed.
In the middle of blessing the
Eucharist, the priest stopped because a small child was crying.
There have always been crying
children at the Spanish-language
masses that I attended in the United
sermon

so

this

mass was very

was not the case.

"When I was a boy, my mother
taught me the difference between a
park and a church," the priest exclaimed. "The park is the place to
go and cry."
I could tell from the father's reaction that he was offended as he left
die church with his child.
This probably would have been
easy to overlook had it not been for a
second interruption. After everyone
had received the Eucharist, a poor
woman came up to the microphone
with her baby and started begging
for help. It was clear that she was
desperate and severely distressed. My
host mom, Carmen Echeverria, later
explained to me that the mother was
begging for help because she could
not

Halfway through the lengthy

States,

Initially, I thought the priest was
pausing to bless the child who was
crying. But, from the feeling among
the congregation, I could tell this

quiet

by comparison.

afford

to

buy medicine for her

child's heart condition.
"Please. This is not the appropriate time," said the priest. "Please

stop."
The woman began to walk away,
but continued to beg for help.

that many people did not like the
manner in which the priest handled
the situation. Carla was indignant
afterwards, comparing the priest to
a police officer or a military general.
She argued that the priest should
have been more compassionate
and invited the woman to talk with
him, instead ofessentially telling her
to leave.

She asked if Jesus
Christ would have

treated a suffering
mother the same way.
Carmen, who has lived in this
parish since she was a child, was
very surprised to see the priest lose
his temper like that. She said that
it was the first time that she had
seen anything like that. However,
she emphasized that it was a lesson
that priests are also human beings

did not come with us. When Carla
told him about what had happened,
he was not particularly surprised.
Carla pointed out that it was particularly shocking to her because the
priest was a Jesuit. She and I both respect the Jesuits. Hector responded
that the Jesuits had been expelled
from Ecuador five times because
of their meddling in politics and
other problems.
This was not his first time talking
badly about the Jesuits. I had recently gone to see the historic city center
at night with Carla, and while we
were there, we saw the spot where
President Gabriel Garcia Moreno
was murdered with a machete in
the late 1800s.
I told Hector about this when
I got back home that night. He
launched into a tirade about
Garcia Moreno bringing the Jesuits
back to Ecuador after one of their

expulsions. According to Hector,
President Garcia Moreno was a
brutal dictator who

won

over the

religious population by attending
church every day and allowing the

Jesuits to return.

"I am sorry but this is not acceptable," the priest continued.
"This is scandalous to come here
and interrupt the mass." Finally, as
the woman was about halfway up
the aisle and still begging, the priest
said, "This is the third time that I
am asking you. Please stop."

capable ofmaking errors.
Carla, having already been predisposed against the priest, was
not nearly as forgiving. She asked
if Jesus Christ would have treated
a suffering mother the same way.
Both agreed that people do stupid
things when they are truly desperate, especially a mother trying to
care for her child.

opinions to get at the important
facts. As Dr. Marc McLeod noted
during my Caribbean history class,
"History is often contested and controversial, ratlier than cut and dry."

While it was clearly inapproprithe mass, it seemed

My host dad, Hector Villacis,
who is very distant from the Church,

Spencer can be reached at
tx>llens@seattleu.edu

ate to interrupt

Living in such a diverse and
divided society, it is difficult to try
to sift through all ofthe biases and

Mark your calendar for the

2008 Academic

MAJORS FAIR
Thursday, January 31 st

,

3:30

-

6:00 pm in the Student Center Leßoux Room

The Majors Fair is an opportunity to research and discover personally meaningful ways to broaden
and enrich your educational experience. As a convenient "one-stop" gathering of program
administrators and faculty representing all majors, the Fair is a planning resource for both
undecided students and those new to their majors.
Experienced representatives can respond authoritatively to questions about coursework,
internships, service learning, research, study abroad, complementary minors, professional
affiliations, career opportunities and graduate school.
Take time out to "do a little business" at the Fair. Don't miss this opportunity to advance your
educational goals even if it's simply introducing yourself to a professor in your major for the first
time or walking away with ideas for a unique internship experience.
-

Complementary pizza and soda will be provided!
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perity of the Clinton years.
And, if the numbers coming
out of this year's Presidential primaries are correct, members of
Generation Y like Jones may be realizing the stake they have in this

I ■ ■ ■

A top priority of Clinton's presidency would be to
end military engagement in Iraq and immediately
start bringing U.S. troops home.
To restore the American middle class, Clinton
plans to lower taxes for the middle class, make
college accessible and affordable and more.
Clinton's American Health Choices Plan provides
tax credits for working families so they never
have to pay more than a limited percentage of
their income for health care.

;

Photo Courtesy HiUary Clinton

Obam
Bar ck

year's election.
According

but die economy is getting a little
more important every day. There's
this big national credit card, and
somebody's going to have to pay it
off," says Jones.
On a different level, college-age
voters find themselves faced with
the prospect of a menacing future
as creeping credentialism continues to devalue their degrees and
the state of the economy makes

:

i ■

to the Center for
Information and Research on
Civic Learning and Engagement
at the University of Maryland, 43
percent of the voters who turned
out for the New Hampshire primary on Jan. 15 were between It's a different kind
the ages of 18 and 29, up from a
paltry 18 percent in 2004, as re- of involvement than
ported by The Washington Post.
The groundswell of youth support we saw in the '60s.
garnered by the campaigns ofyesLan Adams
teryear, especially the outpouring
for 2004 Democratic candidate
Junior
Howard Dean, never panned out
for candidates of the past the way
it seems to be working for some of: the reality of student loans that
the 2008 frontrunners.
loom over the horizon even more
Barack Obama's largely-un- uncomfortable.
"I think that underneath stuexpected win in lowa, carried in
part by his enthusiastic brigade dents worry very much about
of young voters, seems to have in- the economy, for two reasons,"
spired other candidates to pursue says Thomas Murphy, SJ, associthe demographic, if their stump ate professor of history at Seattle
speeches can be any indication. University. "They wonder how they
Obama's "Generation Obama" will pay for their education, and
event in Seattle last mondi featured they wonder if they will be able to
two Seattle-area bands, Brad and use it after they graduate.
While the concerns remain
The Dusty 455; Stranger writerEric
noted
tliat
Obama
"exuded
Grandy
remarkably similar among young
rock
charisma
than
both
more
star
voters, the drastically different apbands combined."
proaches of the 2008 candidates
State's
Feb.
As Washington
9 have the Millennials sharply didead
heat
vided between the handfuls of
nears,
and the
primary
of the presidential race makes the candidates that are vying for their
importance of local opinions more attention.
"I'm concerned about autolikely, Seattle University students
and other members of the internet motive workers whose jobs are

Photo Courtesy Barack Obama

:

As president, Obama would haveall U.S. combat
brigades out of Iraq within 16 months, keeping
some troops in Iraq to protect our embassy and
diplomats and carry out targeted strikes on al
Qaeda.
}SW;.;
Obama's economic plan would increase investments in infrastructure, energy independence,
education, research and development and
implement trade policies that benefit American
workers.
Obama plans to provide affordable health coverage, similar to the plan available to Congress, for
all Americans, including the self-employed and
small businesses.

•

i

I

EdwJaroshn

Photo

Courtesy

John Edwards

Edwards believes the U.S. should withdraw
all combat troops from Iraq within nine to ten
months and clarify that Congressional authorization in 2002 did not give President Bush the
power to use U.S. troops to police a civil war.
As president, Edwards would ensure that families without health insurance get affordable coverage, and that families with coverage pay less
with more security and choices.
Edwards suggests three new tax breaks to
strengthen the middle class, including a "Get
Ahead" tax credit matching up to $500 a year
in savings for families earning up to $75,000.

Courtesy Flickr user joshc

Barack Obama at the "Generation Obama" rally at Seattle's Showbox Theater on Dec. 11, 2007.

being moved overseas," says Wayne
Smolinsky, junior history major.

"There should be programs for
them, and there should be more
healthcare programs for the poor
and marginalized."
Smolinsky doesn't favor one
Democratic candidate in particular,
but notes that the decision comes
down largely to the personalities of
the candidates.
"Hillary's got the experience,
but she's also got a lot of baggage.
Obama seems fresh and new," says
Smolinsky. "For me, it's between
Obama and Hillary. Edwards seems
kind of snakey—he doesn't seem
genuine."
lan Adams, junior history and
philosophy major, says he will be
voting for John McCain because
of his promise to revitalize the
perception of America around
the world. McCain, along with
Hillary Clinton, attracted the most
voters between the ages of 25 to
29 —voters similar to Adams and
Jones—during the New Hampshire
primary, according to the Student
Public Interest Research Group.
"The U.S. has shackled itself because ofthe War on Terror by adapting a fear of the outside world,"
says Adams. "McCain would be
more open than most. Huckabee
is afraid, and the Democrats are

owned by big labor."
Presidents-elect have relied

heavily on youth support before,
a notable example being John F.
Kennedy's election in 1960. Adams
thinks the Millennial are different,
largely because of our unprecedented interconnectedness and the ease
of activism that comes with the
Internet.
"It's a different kind ofinvolvement than we saw in the '60s. With
the Internet, activism is easy; you
don't have to go out and stand in
the street with a sign," says Adams.
"We wear our convictions on our
sleeves, and we don't even have to
leave our bedrooms."
It is with this sense of ease
and empowerment that these
Millennial will be hitting the
polls in November 2008, putting
their faith behind the slogans of
candidates who are gunning for
their votes—and winning them—
as never before.
"This year's election is a shift,
because no one from the current
administration is in the running,"
says Jones. "It's bound to spark a lot
of attention."
For this presidential race, it may
not be the amount ofattention, but
the kind of attention—attention
from the young and empowered—
that may make it stand out for years
to come.

Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu

Emily Holt
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part of a de- generation are waiting to weigh in
mographic, 18 to 29- on our uncertain future.
year-olds, who find
Jones says McCain is a clear-cut
themselves at the center of an example of someone who underincreasing amount of attention stands die importance of the youth,
during this election season. Some and McCain's message for change
call it Generation Y, others call in the image of America abroad
it the Internet Generation or the has continued to draw support
YouTube Generation; the inheritors from young voters across the naof the legacy of the Baby Boomers, tion. Jones trusts McCain to renew
the progeny of Generation X and America's strength on all fronts.
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From YouTube to blogs: Internet
brings the candidates to voters
af

Writer

advent ofthe Internet in
itical campaigning has
ated a new arena for the

>olitical information that
tie average college student

I

cal buzz. Whether that
lusiasm has flowed over
Ider audiences and actuts politics themselves in a
ary way, is debatable,
ternet can, in some ways
politicians in spreading
on and raising money,
g to Emily James, a

Fellow

the Veteran's
spartment who spends
urs a week working at
National Headquarters
jn, Virginia, the Internet
t in

at

acquiring a support

She emphasized, however,
how YouTube can make public
mistakes, even in remote areas,
much more costly to the fate
of candidates. Both James and
David Watkins, political science
lecturer at Seattle University, cited the example of George Allen's
demise. According to Watkins,
George Allen was expected to
be the Republican candidate in
this election until his opponent
hired an Asian-American college
student to follow Allen around.
When the senator was caught on
video tape making a racial slur
at the student in an off-the-cuff
moment, his political career was
over.
"The Internet limits one's ability to say different things to different audiences and get away with
it," said Watkins.
James noted that although the
youth population loves to play
online, she is not sure if that will
translate over to a greater youth

has really surprised me
non's campaign has been
iternet makes all of their
:h more efficient and al- vote.
"We will watch a fun video a
to connect directly with
osupport her campaign," candidate puts out, but I don't
"We have been able to know if that means we will actumobilize people through ally leave our houses to go vote in
d her webpage."
the election, or even donate to a
f the greatest potentials campaign," said James. "YouTube
ptimistic see in this elec- becomes most powerful when
e possibility for greater it is picked up by major news
rticipation, given that organizations."
Watkins commented that even
30 age group is the least
egistered voters to go to though the Internet has increased
in use, traditional news sources
however, noted that such as newspapers and television
ial networking sites such are still essential.
ok and MySpace are not
D.J. Weidner, who graduof a greater increase in ated in 2007 with a political science degree and interned in the
ticipation.
:nd of mine works for Washington State Senate for the
campaign and though 2007 legislative term, agreed that
ad the word about his utilizing traditional media sources
via Facebook, signing was still a key part of his work. His
*roup requires no other job was primarily to research conides that. It's much easier stituent complaints and desires.
>n a Join Group button
"Newspaper and television is a
to go out and vote," said great place to start—kind of like
rlaving 'friends' is much Wikipedia for research—-[for this
icial than having volun- research]," said Weidner. "I spent
are willing to knock on a lot of time listening to NPR and
send out mailers." James local news and sound bites to get a
it the hype generated on sense of where we are. But it's the
may turn out the youth Internet again that people go back
jgh she sees blogging as to again get more specific knowllore influential Internet edge of a particular topic."
Weidner noted news and telenetworking.
d say that she thinks that vision stories are chosen for a
is playing a very influen- population, whereas die consumer
a this election, primarily chooses on her or his own to use
is free media,
the Internet, giving it a more perlidates can release their sonal nature.
Political campaigns could natuluTube, send out e-mails
soon,
and
news
not operate without finances,
rally
link,
are showing the adver- which both James and Dr. Phillip
;...for free," said James. N. Howard, assistant professor of
of this, candidates are communications at the University
lore creative." She cited of Washington, said that candioh's Soprano parody and dates have relied on the Internet
jna Girl" as examples of for money in this election in
hsto which candidates particular.
lie "Obama Girl" video
"Ron Paul made a lot of money
dewed more than five mil- and got a lot of mileage on small
$200 donations [via the Internet]

:

i

i
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McCain

John

Photo Courtesy John McCain

Agreeing with Army General Jack Keane, McCain believes that there are not enough American forces in Iraq for long term success.
As president, McCain would permanently repeal
theAlternative Minimum Tax which is paid nearly
exclusively by 25 million middle class families.
McCain plans to reform the tax code to eliminate
the bias toward employer-sponsored health insurance, and provide all individualswith a $2,500
tax credit to increase incentives for insurance
coverage.

Seattle supporters thrive on Obama's "rock star charisma."
versus Clinton who was a big ticket
candidate," Howard said.
He noted that drumming up
money this way indicates strong

popular

support.

"Obama has seen enormous
success this year in terms of online fundraising. He is getting
an enormous amount of people
to contribute to his campaign in
small amounts," said James. "He
got a lot of attention because he

manage a complex and geographically distributed organization,"
said Jeff Philpott, assistant professor ofcommunication and journalism and chair of communication.
"It's much easier for the campaign
staff to communicate and organize events and messages. [One
of] the advantages of this role of
the Internet is [how it] increases
the responsiveness of campaigns to
evolving events, which helps them
stay in touch with fast-paced news

able to get more donors than
Clinton, which many saw as him cycles."
Uniting the vast geographic dihaving wider appeal than her."
vide in the United States creates a
sense of community the Internet
It's much easier to
greatly facilitates.
"Candidate Web sites, Facebook
click on a 'Join Group' pages, and independent sites supporting candidates provide ways
button then it is to
to connect people who are interested in supporting a candidate.
Participation in these sites through
go out and vote.
chat or blog or list-serve functions
James
allows
Emily
supporters to be active in
the
SU Graduate
campaign in ways that some
other media don't support, and being active in a cause increases an
Howard added that there is individual's level of support and
also a cultural aspect to Internet enthusiasm," said Philpott. "In
politics, that translates directly
usage.
have
to
to
into votes, volunteers, and, of
"Candidates
appear
be modern. The grassroots side course, contributions."
of politics is something that the
An often-overlooked but eslikes
to
and
without
sential
cover,
part of political participamedia
a Web site, candidates look outtion over the Internet is blogging.
dated," said Howard. He men- Watkins writes for a blog that he
tioned how candidates often pose created to continue political disfor shots with their Web site on a cussions he was having with colleagues in graduate school and
poster in the background.
While the general consensus is now reaches about 10,000 people
that youth utilize the Internet the a day.
"In the world of academia, for
most and yet do not turn out to
the polls in equivalent numbers, the most part, the Internet has
Howard noted that youth do par- been broadly accepted. But how
and where you go on the Internet
ticipate in other ways.
"Young people are politically still has a generational divide," said
engaged in ways people don't of- Watkins.
Thus, although the youth popten figure. They participate in
consumer politics, such as the 'Go ulation may utilize the Internet
Red' campaign, as opposed to elec- more, it is important to note that
toral politics," said Howard.
this use is different than that of
Given the vastness of the those who often turn out to the
Internet, it also plays a large role polls the most. The true effect of
in bringing together a constituency the Internet on youth participation
much more geographically spread in politics is still yet to be seen.
out than in other countries.
"Internal Web sites for each Emily can be reached at
campaign makes it easier to hottel@seattleu.edu
was

HMiuckakbee

Photo Courtesy Mike Huckabee

Huckabee is against withdrawal from Iraq, but
supports a regional summit so that Iraq's neighbors become militarily and financially committed

to stabilizing Iraq.
Huckabee supports the FairTax and believes that
globalization, done right, done fairly, can be the
equivalent of a big pay raise by allowing us to
buy things more cheaply.
As president, Huckabee would advocate policies
that will encourage the private sector to seek innovative ways to bring down health care costs.

RomMinevt

Photo Courtesy Mitt Romney

As president, Romney would increase thesize of
our military by 100,000 troops and dedicate at
leastfour percent of our gross domestic product
to defense.
By lowering the corporate tax rate, Romney
plans to make America's business environment
competitive with the rest of the world to attract
capital and encourage investment.
To decrease health care costs Romney would
encourage states to eliminateinsurance regulationsthat drive costs up and push providers out
of the market.

Statistics

attributed to Associated Press-lpsos poll con-

ducted by Ipsos Public Affairs. Jan. 15-17, 2008.
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Weekend adventures at Whistler
Katherine Boehm

Jan. 24

n Kenney, DJ Kilmore
8:30 p.m.

El Corazon, $18
Friday, Jan. 25

This Providence, Moneta
7 p.m.
The Showbox, $12

The Bravery, Switches
8 p.m.

Neumo's, $15
Cave Singers,
Whalebone, J. Tillman
8 p.m.
Neumo's, $10
Ryan Adams
8 p.m.

Paramount Theatre, $25-$35
Sunday, Jan. 27
■

Grynch, Cancer Rising,
8 p.m.

Chop Suey, $8
Tuesday, Jan. 29

Poison The Well, The
Locust, Dance Gavin
Dance
8 p.m.
El Corazon, $15

Volunteer Writer
"I found an igloo" said Sean
Kelly, a senior from the University
ofWashington. It was our last night
in Whistler and because the goal
of the trip was to make everything
epic, the second we heard Sean
speak of the igloo he had found, all
ofus simultaneously ran to the other
end of the room near die door and
began stomping our feet into our
snow boots.
I was told Whistler was colder
this year dian last. There was a crisper air that stung right to the bone
and a thicker layer of snow across
theroads. However, diosewho came
up to snowboard and ski didn't mind
die colder weadier. The powder was
perfect. And every morning as we
walked to the village, that layed just
down the slope from our rented cabin, snowboarders and skiers would
be riding just past us; at times so
close diat die spray ofsnow coming
off dieir boards would hit me.
As we began our walk towards our
igloo adventure diere was no need to
worry about being rammed in the
back by an eager snowboarder. The
slopes were closed and the four of
us were the only ones walking, and
at times sliding, down the darkened
snow hill at 2 a.m.
Just a few hours before our epic
adventure we had been in die village
where die life of college weekend explodes. Professional snowboarders
flew dirough rings offire as drunken

college students cheered them on.

Jackie Canchola

Hie Spectator

College students from around the Northwest travel annually to Whistler during MLK Jr. Day weekend.
Restaurants were overflowing and
die bars were packed, making it easy
to fall into a conversation with die
random guy standing next to you
sipping on a beer.
Not diat meeting new people was
a struggle: diere were a lot ofgroups
diat came up from schools around
all over die state. Widi die village being so small, it was not uncommon
to run into fellow Seattle University
students as we walked through

die streets
After speaking widi odier Seattle
U students in attendance it became
clear diat my group was not die only
one widi die desire to make die most
of die weekend.

"I came up just looking for a good
time; meet new people and have some
adventures," said Mathew Lohr, a
sophomore at Seattle University.
From tubing down snowy hills
to slipping and rolling down the
slopes to the village, every attendee
of college weekend created at least
one epic memory—and my group's
epic memory comes from the inside
of a child sized igloo.
It was a 10 minute walk to the
igloo. We crossed the main road
and entered the woods to find, sitting diere in the backyard of a family's house, a legitimate igloo. An
igloo that was built by die kids of
that house, whose father, standing

their porch, watched all four of
us climb out of his kid's igloo after we had stuffed ourselves, snow
boots and all, inside. He waved and
laughed as we brushed the ice off
our knees and hands and took off,
walking in a slightly faster pace than
before, with wet pants.
College weekend in Whisder is a
trip not meant for too much planning. You plan where to stay. You
plan what to pack. But college weekend is the time to embrace random
adventures, like exploring an igloo
on

in someone's backyard.

Katherine can be reached at
boehmk@seattleu.edu

Audio Input: Dan Deacon
Mathew Martell
Volunteer Writer
From its beginnings in the 1970s
with musicians like Kraftwerk and
Brian Eno, electronic music has
always been a self-serious genre of
music, despite its ultimately lighthearted mission statement ofmaking fans dance.
Electronic artists, be they DJs or
live performance collectives, have
generally been self-obsessed and
built their music as much around
their persona as they have around
their songs themselves. While it certainly is enjoyable to watch bands
like Daft Punk mount the stage clad
in robot suits, the level of detachment between performer and fan
in the electronic music scene can
oftentimes be very off-putting for
all except the most diehard of concert goers.
These common practices ofanonymity and detachment are precisely
what makes watching Dan Deacon,
Baltimore's electro-hyperpop prodigy, so gratifying. Assembling his
two suitcases worth of electronic
doodads not on the stage, but in
the crowd, Dan Deacon bridged the
gap between musician and music
lover on Jan. 20 at Neumos.
Deacon's music is noisy and
artsy, a clash between the classical

composition techniques that he
honed during his time at the music school in Purchase, New York
and more straightforward dance
music sensibilities. On top of his
technical prowess, Deacon's music
stands out in large part because
of the Sesame Street aesthetic he
captures and spotlights in all ofhis
compositions.
Even the most cynical and serious of Seattle hipsters got caught
up in the dance disease Deacon unleashed during his set Sunday night.
He doesn't take himself seriously,
and it becomes very apparent from
the start ofhis shows that he doesn't
want anyone else to either.
Before Deacon himself took
Neumos by storm, the stage was
adorned with two elaborate drum
kits and a 20-foot tall projector
screen for a multimedia presentation titled "Ultimate Reality."
Featuring the drummers from
Videohippos and Ponytail, and a
bizarre video presentation crafted
by Deacon's friend Jimmy Joe
Roche, "Ultimate Reality" narrated a story that combined virtually every Arnold Schwarzenegger
movie. The visual component of
the performance reflected this,
with hundreds of clips from various Schwarzenegger films spliced
together in seizure-inducing arrays,

the colors distorted and inverted
into a vibrant light display.
Upon the conclusion of
"Ultimate Reality," Deacon began
his set properly with a "sound check
song," Green Day's "Welcome To
Paradise," which he claimed no
affinity for, and proceeded to unleash his bubblegum synth bleeps
upon Neumos, propelling a crowd
of hundreds into a maelstrom of
motion. Deacon interrupted his
own set routinely in order to entreat the crowd into singalongs, to
introduce newly coined dance maneuvers, and even to assemble the
crowd into a 100-foot long human
tunnel for fans to careen through at
breakneck speed.
Perhaps the most traditionally "dance" song in his repertoire,
"Snake Mistakes" propelled the
crowd into a trance ofrobotic motion with its heaving bass line as
Deacon imitated both the chipmunks and the vocal stylings of
everyone's favorite French house
band, Daft Punk.
And like all great performers,
Deacon saved the best of his songs
for last. "Wham City," a twelveminute long frenzy of arpeggios
and electronic swells about "goats
and cats and pigs and bats / with
brooms and bats and wings and
rats" performing in a bear's "sick

Courtesy Flickr

Dan Deacon preformed live at Nuemo's on Sunday, Jan. 20.
band," closed out the set in a flurry
of flashing lights and bouncing
bodies.
Dan Deacon might come off
as too hyperactive and irritating
for some, since his music embraces a kind of childlike innocence
and naivety, but that's precisely

why it works. His latest album,
"Spiderman Of The Rings," is out
now on Carpark Records, and is a
must have for anyone who enjoys
playful, lighthearted music.

Mathew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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entertainment

Kelly Glenn
Volunteer Writer

dating with an international twist

Do you know how to deal with
someone who flirts but isn't really
interested? Can you tell within a
few minutes of meeting someone if
they're worth pursuing a relationship
with? What are the characteristics of
a

of International Week on
campus. He assures participants
that it will be both exciting and
informative.
"It's an educational frenzy where
the audience is involved the entire
time," he said.
Coleman reports that participants in his program will laugh,
cry and learn lots of valuable relationship advice during this hour
and a half program. And it's not
just for singles: he says that couples are often the ones who get
the most out of the program. He
guarantees that by the end, students
will know if the relationship they
are in is healthy and beneficial or
unhealthy and harmful to them,
as well as learn how to make any
as part

healthy dating relationship?
"Dating Doctor" David

Coleman is coming to Seattle U
Jan. 24, 7 p.m. in hopes of answering these questions and many others. Coleman, whose career inspired
Will Smith's character in the movie
"Hitch," is a relationship expert who
has been nominated as National
Speaker of the Year 10 times. He
has written several books and spoken at over 2,500 venues, including
hundreds of colleges.
Coleman will speak in an openformat presentation and talk about
'

relationship better.
Coleman wants everyone to
know that this is not a "fluffy"

He takes pride in being brutally honest about relationships.
"I tell them the things they need
event.

hear," he said.
Coleman will address many aspects of dating, relationships, and
romance. He will cover the most
common mistakes that people
make in relationships and how to
get out of dangerous situations. In
addition, participants can expect to
learn a lot about different characteristics of men and women and how
those affect relationships.
How does the international twist
factor into the equation? Coleman
acknowledges that dating is often
more difficult for international
students or those of other cultures,
who have to overcome more social
and cultural barriers while navigating the dating scene.
That's why Coleman incorporates what he calls "the Five Minute
to

SPOTS ON THE HILL
Horizon Books:

qolden

text awaits

another set ofshelves and then past
that, another nook and another. By
the time I make it to the last little
room I am surprised it is over and
a little sad.
Located in a small narrow house,
the store shelves an unexpectedly
large amount ofbooks. Each corner
in the converted home leads you
into a new genre. It's like a maze

without

a

specific destination be-

every turn takes you to a new
unexpected trove ofliterature.
The space between books isn't
ideal, and the walls ofbooks make
for a tight squeeze sometime, especially if you're not the only one
interested in poetry or literary criticism. Still, the modest space creates
a desirable atmosphere for theeager
and ardent reader, and for the more
casual fans.
Though some sections are easy to
pass, like the "Travel" genre, most
compel you to take a second look,
if not a third and then a fourth and
so on.
But most genres peek my interest and I am happily surprised to see
unique sections like photography,
the 60s, medieval and folkore. The
sci-fi section in particular is especially impressive for a fan of fantasy authors and their enchanting
worlds. In addition I love looking
through the old hardbound copies of poetry with gold lettering
on their spines. I love that I could
picture them being read in the
countryside of Victorian England
and I wanted to buy them all, in an
abashed hope that they could take
me to that countryside.
All I need here are my ideas,
my tastes, and my love for books.
With those in tow, and a need for
adventure, I can find more than I
was looking for and can't wait to go
back for more hidden treasures.
cause
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Horizon Books' shop cat roams through the maze of books.
Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor
The moment I step into Horizon
Books the smell of worn pages surrounds me. The old beaten leather
covers, pages unturned for years and
the perfect amount of mustiness sift
into my nose and make me smile.
This is the used bookstore I've
been looking for. I didn't know
where it was beforehand, nor had I
ever heard of Horizon Books. When
I walk across the porch with chipping paint and creaking boards and
open a rickety door that I have to
push an extra time to make it close,
I felt the way I imagine treasure
hunters feel when they've found an
ancient,

unopened chest.

Floor to ceiling, wall to wall,
books are everywhere and my eyes
widen because each cover hides a
secret, a message waiting to be read
and maybe today it'll be opened by
me or another curious browser.
The rows of books seem stifling
at first, but then as I turn the corners my fingers instinctively stretch
out to the shelves, guiding me while
I try to read the title of every book
before me.

Forgotten books

rest

beseech-

ingly alongside more popular counterparts, which take my eye at first,
but even they have theirplace, adding character to the shelves.
An elderly tortoise shell cat naps
on top of the computer at the front
desk and the man at the desk casu-

ally offers his help and when asked,
helps me find my prey amongst the
slight disarray on the walls.
He's been running the business
for 36 years. Though he admits
business has dwindled in the recent
years, Internet sales have kept the
bookstore running.
Apart from our side conversation the rest ofthe shop stays silent.
Only one other person gazes expectantly at the books before him, but
leaves with nothing. Another man,
presumably with his daughter, inquires about a newer political book,
which the store doesn't have.
But maybe they gave up too
easily.
Used bookstores should surprise you and lead a reader to new
discoveries and unique covers and
words diey would miss in a Barnes
and Noble. First I am surprised
when I turn the corner and there is

Horizon Books is located at 425 15th
Ave. E. and it's open Mon. through
Saturday 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Sundays
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu

F.1.N.D." into his program —an
acronym that will help all people
decide if someone is worth pursuing
in five minutes or less. Of course,
you'll have to attend the event in order to find out what it stands for.
Coleman hopes that all students
take advantage of the opportunity
to hear the Dating Doctor at his
first-ever appearance at Seattle
University.
"If you only go to one student
event this year, make it this one,"
he said.
To get acquainted with David
before the program, check out his

Web site (www.datingdoctor.com),
which is full of information about
David as well as relationship advice
such as "Why taken men flirt,"
"Five tips for men and women on
being a good date," and "Dating
your roommate's ex is playing with
fire."
The event is sponsored by SEAC. It will
take place on Jan. 24, from 7 p.m. to

8:30 p.m. in the Leßoux room of the
Student Center.

Kelly can be reached at
glennk@seattleu.edu

Siena hits Kinsey
Justin Najar
Staff Writer
Last summer, nine students
from Seattle University, along
with adjunct professor Danila
Rumold, traveled to Siena, Italy,
for a study-abroad program. The
result ofthese travels can be found
in the new exhibit at the Kinsey
Gallery, located in the Casey
Building. Titled "Canti- Focal
points: Architecture, Sculpture,
and Painting," the exhibitfeatures
34 paintings by Rumold and participating students.
"We were focusing on seeing
ways of looking at a new culture,"
said Rumold.
The trip focused on architecture, painting, and sculpture of
medieval and Renaissance Italy.
Rumold says she, along with the
students, tried to interpret this
artwork while experiencing a new
culture and seeing how our own
reflected with it.
The exhibit varies widely in

their styles and subject

matters.

Some feature the landscapes and
architecture of Siena and Rome
while other paintings explore the

ofpeople in the background with
no definite shape and the appearance offlames.
Some of the smaller paintings in the exhibit, the ones
that are 9x12 inches, stand out
in

particular.

Peter Loyd's untitled piece,
numbered 23 in the exhibit, includes much interplay between
light and shadow. The center of
the painting is a dark alleyway
between two buildings, whose
colors are deep and rich. The
buildings themselves are in full
sunlight, which can be seen in the
way their facades shine and reflect
the light back to the viewer. What
further complicates the piece's exploration of light is the fact that
sky behind the buildings looms

ominously overcast.
Another standout oil painting is Lauren Holbert's rusty
landscape. Covered with furrows
in the ground and clumps of
trees that cross its hillsides, the
painting seems removed from
time, as if the image resides in

the memory.
"The quality of work that
came out of this is impressive
nature of beauty and the identity
and I think it had a lot to do with
one finds in their culture.
being able to absorb that experi"The architecture, the landence while you're there, and then
human
make
the
have
five months to just work
scapes,
images,
a good overall experience," said on it on their own, and that's
24-year-old Seattle University what this exhibit is all about,
is, the afterthought," said senior
alumni Philip Opperman.
The mediums used for the Rebecca Lawrence.
paintings also vary considerably.
Prior to their classes in Siena,
The artists used oil on canvas, the featured students had never
sometimes mounted on wood, done any oil paintings before.
or over panels, and pen-and"We taught them everything,
ink pieces, sometimes also using from the materials, the properties,
gouache, a type of paint like a waapplications, both traditional and
ter color, but more opaque.
modern ways of applying paint,
"I didn't expect the variety of and how that affects the content,
mediums. There's a good mix, the message that they were trying
a dynamic, of drawings, paintto get across," said Rumold.
ings, and just different styles. Its
Junior Christina Arens, whose
kind of fresh," said junior Lucas work is on display in the galBoyle.
lery, said that she now takes a
Number eight in the exhibit sketchbook with her everywhere
is a painting called "After the she goes.
Palio," by Phoebe Rohrbacher.
"You could visit a place for
The Palio is an annual horse race one day, and the next day you'll
in Siena with huge celebrations. feel like you were never there,
The details of the people in the but if you sat there, and drew
foreground are largely brushed something at that place, even if
away, as if by time or memory, it was just one street corner, like,
which is fitting given that many for four hours, you felt like you
of these paintings were completed knew the place," said Arens.
after the students left from Italy,
according to Rumold. The scene Justin can be reached at
is one of celebration, with crowds najarj@seattleu.edu
,
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Upcoming Events

Geocaching thrills treasure seekers

Thursday January 24,

Sara Bernert
Staff Writer

Women's Basketball at
Northwest Nazarene
5:30 p.m.
Nampa, Idaho

Washington State Men's
Basketball at Arizona
5:30 p.m.

Tucson, Arizona
Washington Men's
Basketball at Arizona
State
6:00 p.m.
Tempe, Arizona
Men's Basketball vs.
Alaska-Anchorage
7:00 p.m.
Connolly Center

Washington Women's
Basketball vs. Arizona
State
7:00 p.m.

Seattle, Washington
Washington State
Women's Basketball vs.
Arizona

7:00 p.m.
Pullman, Washington

Friday January 25,

Seattle Sonics vs. Atlanta
Falcons
7:30 p.m.
Key Arena/FSN

Saturday January 26,
Swimming at Simon
Fraser
1:00 p.m.
Bumaby, B.C.
Women's Basketball at
Seattle Pacific
1:30 p.m.
Seattle, Washington

Men's Basketball vs.
Alaska Fairbanks
7:00 p.m.
Connolly Center
Washington State

Women's Basketball vs.
Arizona State
2:00 p.m.
Pullman, Washington
Washington State Men's
Basketball at Arizona

State
4:00 p.m.
Tempe, Arizona

It's like a scene from an action
film: two explorers search obsessively in the woods for hidden treasure.
They beat back vines and branches,
trudge through swamps and mull
over their GPS for clues. Finally
they find what they're looking for.
But far from gold or rubies, the
"treasure" is a small plastic box containing a notebook, some wooden
nickels and a few trinkets.
"Awesome!" the explorers exclaim, relishing in their discovery. They write something in the
notebook, press a button on their
GPS and go, leaving the box where
they found it.
This strange new form of treasure hunting is part of an addictive sport called geocaching [pronounced "geo-cashing"]. Players
use GPS units to hide and seek
containers, called caches, in urban
and rural areas around the world.
Geocachers get coordinates from
the Internet, like geocaching.com,
enter the data into a GPS and set
off in search of a cache.
"It's kind oflike a treasure hunt,
for nerds," explained local geocacher Troy Beckner.
To the inexperienced, the process sounds misleadingly simple:
just get coordinates and follow
the instructions on your GPS. But
while the GPS may provide a general idea of a cache's location, getting
there—and finding the container—
is a challenge.

"The real prize with geocaching
is the adventure in getting there,
not the box at the end," said David
Vaughn, an avid local geocacher
with over 1,300 finds.
Caches vary in shape and are
classified in three sizes: Big Caches,
generally large ammo boxes or
treasure chests, are the easiest to
find; Traditional Caches, usually Tupperware containers or old
Altoids tins, are the most common;
and Micro Caches which can be as
small as a pinky finger and incredibly difficult to find. Caches can be
hidden in plain sight or partially
buried, placed on a cliff, up a tree,
underwater, or put in locations as
daunting as Antarctica.
"There was one that was a 'pinecone' that was hung up in an evergreen tree with an ornament hook,"
said Kyle Sherwood of Shoreline,
recounting one of his most difficult finds. "The person [who
hid the cache] made a pinecone
with a tube in the middle for the
log book."
Caches always contain a log

book with
from the

a

congratulatory

note

and room for
record
their names
geocachers to
and when they were there. Some
log books also include interesting
informationabout the local area or
clues to find a cache nearby.
In addition to logbooks, caches
often contain a wide variety of
treasure—from books to foreign
creator

currency—for geocachers

to

take,

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Adam Fagan holds his signature prize, a rubber duck, which he places in all of the geocaches he finds.

provided they leave something for

highway for several hours while

the next person.
"Take something from the cache,
leave something in the cache" is one
of the few rules in geocaching, originally put into place by the creator
of the game: Dave Ulme. In 2000,

investigators examined the "device." They were surprised to find it
filled not with explosives, but with
small trinkets. Government officials
tried to fine the creator of the cache
for placing an illegal object on
federal land.
Because of incidences like this,
players tend to keep their hobby
a secret from most people. As a
result, geocachers generally learn
about the sport through friends

President Clinton made
for civilians

to access

pabilities of GPS

it possible

the full

units,

ca-

allowing

Ulme to hide a small container
in his hometown of Beavercreek,
Oregon. He then posted the coordinates online and encouraged
others to find it. The activity
spread rapidly. Geocaching is now
a world-wide game, with thousands
of caches on every continent.

Some people don't

outgrow the childhood
fascination with

treasure maps...
Matthew Gosho
Seattle University '03

Geocaching remains especially
popular in the Northwest. There
are

more than 5,900 caches listed

in the Seattle area, 190 of which
are

within

a

four mile radius of

Seatde University. The closest cache
is located right by Harbor View
Medical Center, a five minute walk
from campus.
Though growing rapidly, geocaching remains a largely mysterious sport. Because of this, beginning geocachers are warned to avoid
attracting unnecessary attention
from "muggles" [non-geocachers,
a nickname stolen from the Harry
Potter series].
In 2005, a geocacher in Idaho
roused die suspicion of "muggles"
when he placed a cache under the
Rainbow Bridge. The cache, a large
bucket, was mistaken for a bomb,
causing police to close the state

and family.
"I got into the sport in May of
last year when my mom introduced
my sister and me to it," explained
Sherwood. "I started doing just
a few every other week or so, as

something

to keep me

busy during

spare time, using my sister's GPS.
I got my own GPS in September...
and ever since then it's been an almost daily ritual."
Troy Beckner was introduced
to the sport when he began the
Land Survey Technician program
at Renton Technical College.
"My instructor was the one who
turned me onto it, since geocaching
is so closely interwoven with surveying," he said. "In the first couple
of weeks that we had class, my instructor told us about this hobby.
Most people who get into the survey field like being outdoors and
using coordinates and other tools
to find a certain location."
Almost all who experience geocaching become addicted to it, and
often joke that they can never be
satisfied. For many, it becomes a
hobby they can share with family
and friends, and an opportunity to

explore.
"Some people don't outgrow die
childhood fascination with treasure
maps, scavenger hunts, and finding
something that's hidden to other
people," said Matthew Gosho,
avid geocacher and 2003 graduate
of Seattle University.
"Caching also gets me out exploring the city," he continued,
"taking me to places I haven't been

to, and I've lived in Seatde almost
all my life. I've found all sorts of
parks that I didn't know existed,
seen amazing views that I never
would have seen and discovered
artwork diat I wouldn't have known

about otherwise."

In addition to caches, players can
also search for benchmarks which
often take seekers to scenic locations and historical landmarks.
Benchmarks are objects used by
land surveyors or engineers to establish correct elevation or longitude
and latitude. The spire on the First
Baptist Church and the large cross
on top of Cherry Hill Swedish are
some of the benchmarks nearby.
The information found on
these benchmarks can prove useful to more than just surveyors. As
reported by Kings News last week,
a geocache on Mt. Hood assisted in
the rescue of two missing hikers.
The men became lost on the mountain during a storm and were forced
to spend the night in a snow cave.
The next morning they came upon
a geocache with its location written
inside and, using a cell phone, were
able to give their exact longitude
and latitude to rescuers. The men
were found shordy after.
Geocaching remains a largely
solitary or small team activity, but
players often meet new people
through the sport. Online communities allow geocachers to post
finds and hides on theirprofile and
see what other players are doing.
"If you meet other cachers and
start going caching with them,
there's a fun social aspect, and these
are people you definitely wouldn't
meet in everyday life otherwise,"
said Gosho.

Those interested

in

learning

about this new and exciting sport can attend a geocaching
"meet and greet" at the downtown
REI. The event begins at 10:00 a.m.
on Saturday, Jan. 26.
more

Sara can be reached at
bemerts@seattleu.edu
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PHAT keeps students healthy
Emily Holt

Senior Staff Writer
As a part of Seattle University's
commitment to care for the whole
person, the Peer Health Action
Team, PHAT, a group within the
Office of Wellness Education,
continues to promote healthy
living through proactive and
educational programs.
"We are a group of students
who are committed to the health
and wellness ofcampus nutritional
health, sexual health, mental health,"
said Matt Harnpadoungsataya,
junior biochemistry major and
PHAT member.
Started two years ago, PHAT
is dedicated to making use of the
effect that peers have on one another to educate students on issues
of healthy living.
"We recognize that most of the
information we get is from our
peers," said Harnpadoungsataya.
"If we get our information from our
peers, then that information should
be correct." Harnpadoungsataya
noted how sources such as the
Internet can be unreliablefor information about health and wellness.
PHAT's programming is driven
by studentresponse and needs.
"We believe a lot in researchbased programming," said Ryan
Hamacheck, PHAT coordinator
and graduate assistant focusing on

student development administration. Hamacheck said that PHAT
is currently promoting the use of
natural sun-lamps to help with
Seasonal Affective Disorder, SAD,
because students have shown that
it is an issue by which they are affected during the winter months of
Seattle drizzle.
PHAT's other programs include
Hall Crawl, an alcohol education
program for freshmen, Take Back
the Night, an evening dedicated to
providing solidarityfor diose affected by sexual assault or abuse, Sexual
Responsibility Week, and the I'm
Not a Statistic campaign, which
raises awareness about AIDS.
Some students have called
PHAT's policies regarding sexual
healthy "conservative." PHAT is
currently researching the sexual
heakh awareness programs at other
Jesuit universities. Last year, groups
on campus met with university opposition when trying to make condoms available on campus.
"I think we stretch the limits as
far as we can go to promote sexual
health," said Hamacheck. "We ask
what the limits are and where we
can bend them."
According to Michelle
Robertson, pre-med biology sophomore and organizer of the sexual
health awareness section of PHAT,
they plan to survey the student
population to find out what the

sexual behavior is like on campus in
order to decide how best to educate
the student body.
She said that the Hall Crawl
sparked her interest in PHAT.
"The Hall Crawl opened my
eyes to the issue of alcohol awareness," said Robertson. In Hall
Crawl, PHAT team members provide information regarding everything from alcoholism, to college
binge drinking to how much is too
much based on one's body weight.
Robertson said that if students are
going to drink, she wants them to
know how to be safe in doing so.
"I don't think that anyone sees
our role as pushing ideas on people," said Hamacheck. "We want
to educate people so that they
can make their own decision." He
joined PHAT as a coordinator because he was active in a sexual assault awareness program while an
undergrad in Wisconsin.
PHAT memberswork entirely as
volunteers and are trained in mental health issues, eating disorders
and other healthrelated issues.
Harnpadoungsataya said that
students should know that PHAT's
members are always open to walkins who would like to talk. PHAT's
offices are located in the Student
Center Pavilion.

Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu

Escandon leaves Seattle U
Alex Girma
Staff Writer
The Athletic Department is
currently searching for a new head
athletic trainer after the sudden
departure of former trainer Mark
Escandon.
The position will be filled on an
interim basis by assistant athletic
trainer Gwen Johnson and Seattle
University plans on posting the job
nationally later in die winter.
Escandon started as a part-time
assistant athletic trainer in Nov. of
1995 and became the head athletic
trainer July of 1996. But when he
was offered another job that was
a step forward for his family and
career, he decided to make the
tough decision.
"I left because I was approached
with a great opportunity for my
family and myself. But I could not
have asked for a better job [at Seattle
University]. I had a lot offun during my 12 years at the university. I
met and worked with many great
people from athletics, facilities and
student development. I have made
many friendships during my tenure
at Seattle University," he said.
Escandon was remembered as a
genuinely hard-working and amiable co-worker.
"He was a good person to work
with and a constant professional,"
said Jason Behenna, sports information director. "He knew what
he needed to do to get the job
done, in terms of how to help the
student athletes. He made sure that
tJhey were as healthy as possible to

play."
Escandon announced he

in the early winter and now
works as an associate account representative for Depuy Mitek. He will
be working with orthopedic physicians in the Seattle area supporting
products used for orthopedic surgeries primarily for the shoulder

leaving

was

and the knee.
He insists that diere are no negative feelings or animosity between
him and the school. He was simply provided with an opportunity
that would benefit his career and
his family and decided to capitalize on it. He describes his time at
Seattle University as a truly enjoyable experience.

I left because I was

approached with a
great opportunity for
my family and myself.
Mark Escandon
Former Head Athletic Trainer

"I enjoyed the daily challenge of
helping the student athletes," said
Escandon. "From trying to figure
out their injuries and ailments to
rehabilitation and getting them
back on their playing field, pool or
court. I enjoyed getting to know
the student athletes on a personal
level, from hobbies to family, and
working with the coaches and being
an extension of their staff. I enjoyed
being a part of the games and seeing the student athletes and coaches

perform at what they practiced so
hard for."
Interim Gwen Johnson started
as an assistant athletic trainer in
the summer of 2005 and was ap-

pointed immediately following
Escandon's departure.
While the school searches for
a permanent

replacement

Johnson is happy to fill

trainer,

the position,
which allows her to interact with
student-athletes. Her main sporting
assignments are women's soccer and
basketball as well as splitting duties
on other activities with the other
faculty members.
Johnson describes running as her
favorite activity and has participated
in many marathons. As a trainer,
she enjoys the opportunity to work
with young college students.
"I love working with college athletes and students, especially here
at a smaller private university," said
Johnson. "They are very interesting, well-read, well-versed, and I
just love their spirit for theAthletic
Department and the athletics here.
They all have a drive to do well and
I like to help them."
While Escandon's presence will
be missed, the Athletic Department
is looking forward to filling the
newly available position.
"It's hard to replace someone
like Mark, who has been here for
12 years," said Behenna. "But like
all positions there is turnover, and
we will look for the best candidate
to fill his position. We will make
sure that all the needs of the student
athletes are taken care of.
Alex can be reached at
girma@seattleu.edu

Braden VanDragt
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Senior team captain, Jackie Thomas, falls as she is fouled.

Women's B-Ball
loses to MSUB
Ben Watanabe

Volunteer Writer
Despite a first half Seattle
University lead, the Redhawks
couldn't swat away the Montana
State University Billings
Yehowjackets.
For 27 minutes and 32 seconds, Seattle U (12-2, 3-2) contested an eventual, 75-66 home
loss to MSUB (7-7, 3-2).
"It looked like we were the
road team today," said Seattle U
head coach Dan Kriley.
Early in the first half, Seattle
U started with both strong defensive and offensive play. Seattle
U kept MSUB scoreless for the
first two minutes and 35 seconds. But MSUB answered with
an 8-2 scoring stretch to tie the
game, 8-8.
MSUB closed Seattle U's
largest lead offive points to one
point to end the first half. Despite
staunch defense by Seattle U's
Lai na Sobczak and Jackie Thomas,

who each had three steals in the
first half, the first half saw six ties.
MSUB did so with the perimeter
shooting of junior forward Kayla
McPherson, who finished the first
halfwith 14 points and went 2-3
in three point goals. Also, in spite
ofSeattle U's defense, MSUB shot
52 percent in field goals and 60
percent in three point shots.
"They're great shooters," said
Seattle U senior guard and team
captain Jackie Thomas. "Coming
off of screen after screen after
screen wears you down."
The second half continued the
aggressive defense by Seattle U,
and saw the tight zone defense
by MSUB. MSUB scored the
first four points of the second
half. Seattle U's junior forward
Quinn Brewe responded with the
team's first six points. Seattle Us
junior forward Chelsie Morrison
brought Seattle U to its eighth
tie in the game after a three
point goal.

After a series of steals and
by both teams, MSUBs
Alira Carpenter
guard
junior
answered with her own three
point goal to give Billings a
turnovers

49-46 lead.
"We expected

a team

that

could shoot the ball exception-

ally well," said Kriley. "We wanted
to go out and attack them, and
we did a nice job early in the
game, and our post people relented to what we wanted to do

[defensively]."
MSUB never looked back
and continued to create offensive
opportunities. That offense led
Billings to stretch their largest
lead to 17 points with 2 minutes and 14 seconds remaining
in the game.

The Yellowjackets' defense
forced Seattle U's offense to use
all of the shot clock on several
possessions en route to the 75
66 win. Seattle U did not score
for nearly five minutes late in the
second half.
Seattle U entered Saturday's
game at their home court at
Connolly Center 12-1 overall
and 3-1 in the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference. Despite only
one road loss, the Redhawks remain unranked.
"We probably would have
been ranked if it weren't for tonight," said Kriley.
The Redhawks also recently
lost last season GNAC Freshman
of the Year guard Cassidy Murillo
to a season ending knee injury.
Murillo averaged 9.7 points and
2 steals per game.
Thomas remains optimistic
and focused.
"We have to prepare that
much harder," said Thomas.
"This is the first team we really
needed to follow the scout [report] to get the results we wanted.
We're learning."
-

Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
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editorial
The 35 th General Congregation of the Society of Jesus
marks an important milestone in the history of the Jesuits.
By selecting Adolfo Nicolas, SJ as the Superior General,
they sent a message to the world reaffirming their commitment to social justice issues and inter-religious dialogue.
Nicolas has spent the vast majority of his religious life
serving the people of East Asia, one of the areas the Catholic
Church has grown the most fervently in recent years. His
experience in dealing with people from various religions
and cultures substantially different from the Western world
hails back to the days of former Superior General Pedro
Arrupe, S.J. Arrupe brought rededication to the order's
core values following Vatican 11. His leadership returned
the Jesuits to the apostolic fundamentals that St. Ignatius
urged.
Difficult challenges lay ahead for Seattle University, the
Society of Jesus and the Catholic Church. Catholics around
the world must face serious theological, spiritual and practical problems ranging from birth control to homosexuality.
How the current Superior General chooses to wield his
power and influence could change not only the Society but
the entire Church for generations to come.
From all reports, Nicolas seems like the perfect
candidate.
For centuries the Jesuits have defined themselves as surviving at a point of "tension." As Glen Butterworth described in a recent interview with The Spectator, "The first
Jesuit colleges were the most secular of the religious schools
and the most religious of the secular schools."
Throughout their storied history, the Jesuits have lived,

in the words of Peter Ely, S.J., "where the Church

meets

the world." They constantly work to find a balance between
practicality and spirituality, reflection and reaction.
Nicolas has spent his Jesuit life being a leader, learning
how to bring a Western religion into harmony with the
various cultures of East Asia. He speaks Japanese,English,
French and Italian. Born near Madrid, Spain, he was the
provincial of Japan from 1993 to 1999 and the moderator
of the Jesuit Conference of East Asia and Oceania from
2004 to 2007.
Because the Society of Jesus is an organization that
encompasses a great number of academic institutions all
around the world, their decision to appoint Nicolas is wise.
His experience working with Buddhism and Confucianism
shows a commitment to educational inter-religious dialogue, and his emphasis on working with those suffering
from the adverse effects of globalization show a practicality
and an intellectual depth that are necessary for his new
position.
In these ways, Nicolas will lead the Jesuits into the future
while remaining rooted in the core values of the order.
As the Jesuit order continues to come to terms with this
global future, Seattle University continues to explore what
it means to be Jesuit and Catholic in the modern world.
As the new Superior General continues to seek the proper
place for a 474-year-old organization, Jesuit institutions like
ours will be looking toward the top for an example of how
to interact with a world that continues to be shaped by the
forces of globalization. Judging from Nicolas' resume, we
believe him to be the perfect man for the job.

Senior Staff Writer
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Staff Writer
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Participation points punish pupils
Joshua Lynch
Staff Writer

Braden VanDragt

It's the first day of class, and
you're starting a new quarter ofeight
o'clock morning classes, Monday

Photography Editor

through Friday.

Jackie Canchola
Staff Photographer

You stumble into the classroom
wearing your sweats, hair greasy
and face still indented with pillow

Clara Ganey

marks.

Staff Photographer

Your droopy eyes adjust to the
fluorescent glow of the room's
lights, just in time to read the syllabus your professor has distributed
amidst a cacophony of dominoeseffect yawns.
Leaning your head on your hand,
you stare at the paper, searching for
the only part that really matters:
grade distributionand assignments

Isaac Ginsberg
Staff Photographer
—
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for the

quarter.

And diere it is.
Like nearly every class you've
taken at Seattle University since fall
quarter freshmen year, this courses
professor reserves 10 percent ofyour
final score for class participation.
Maybe professors do it because
they need something else to grade
besides the two exams they have
scheduled for the quarter.

Maybe they do it because they
think it's the best way to encourage participation.
Maybe they do it because that
little 10 percent is an excellent
excuse to make grading subjective, rewarding students professors like while punishing those
they don't.

[It's] an excellent

excuse to make
grading subjective
Whatever the reason, it is a
horribly ineffective method to
encourage students to participate.
Just look at the flocks of students
who speak once, if at all, during
a quarter, despite the threat of
losing 10 percent. As Dan Doyle,
assistant professor in the Matteo
Ricci College, says, "It seems, for
some reason, that most students
are unwilling to speak up in classes these days."
Well, for one reason, students
will not speak about something

they do not consider interesting.
The biggest participation grade
culprits are Core classes. Why?
Because most students' passions
are not directed toward these
classes' subjects, they are less likely
to speak, and professors combat
that disinterest by putting a grade
on their contribution to a class.
Put a student in one of their major classes, and suddenly they can
talk.
For another reason, many professors are just failing to involve
their students. Ever witness a professor ask the easiest question, and
still no one responds? If a professor hears the tick-tock of the clock
or the student's iPod under their
hood after asking such a question,
it's time for them to change their
approach. They could try just calling on students—eventually someone will say something so stupid
the class will be in an uproar.
Yet, there will still be some students who will not utter a peep,
no matter what a professor does.
It boils down to personality, says
Doyle, who is a facilitator for
True Colors, an acclaimed personality test. Those who have a

predominantly Gold personality,
for example, will wait to hear the
comments ofothers before sharing
theirs, a strategy that often backfires in classes because of limited
time. Others are just too shy.
Doyle recognizes there are different personalities, as well as different forms of participation, and
adjusts his participation grading
accordingly.
"I am always looking around
at the students as I teach," says
Doyle, "and I am very aware of
who is 'there,' attentive and active-

ly engaged, whether they speak up
or not. I can see a head nodding
furrowed brow."
Professors need to recognize not
all participation is vocal, otherwise
they may unfairly grade a student
who may be the most thoughtful person in class, yet just keeps
their ideas in their head. And even
more importantly, professors need
to realize if they're failing students
in class participation, they're not
engaging their students. And that,
for certain, deserves an "F."
or a

Joshua can be reached at
lynchji ©seattleu.edu
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SU needs women leaders
Nick McCarvel
Volunteer Writer

I promise I won't talk about it
for long, but the tears of Hillary
have brought a nation to a brandnew self-realization: we're still a
sexist people.
Forget Rosie the Riveter and
forget Martina Navratilova and
Title IX in the 19705; America
still prides itself on our Founding
Fathers; our founding male fathers,
that is.
So when Campus Ministry
Director Mary Romer announced
her departure from her helm in
December, I was deeply saddened.
Seattle University doesn'tappear to
be a sexist place, and I'm not arguing it is, but the role of women in
leadership positions in today's society—and more importantly, higher
education has become more and
more crucial.
Three years ago, in the winter
of 2005, the university sent out a
baffling e-mail: it explained the dismissal of beloved assistant Provost
for Enrollment Services, Dannette
Sullivan, who had been a part of
the university for nearly 20 years
and an important player in the
school's enrollment surge of the
—

recent past.

More importantly, Sullivan
had been a mentor for Montana

students such as myself, taking
them under her wing she called
herself the "Mother Hen"—and offering guidance during our college
careers in this scary urban environment known as Seattle.
A few months later, athletic director Wendy Guthrie turned in
her letter of resignation followed
by Provost Sue Seeker doing the
same in January of 2006.

We are in need
of a female force

once again in
Campus Ministry.

of 60 percent females, a stronger
focus is needed from the university
on recruiting and hiring females as
leaders to combat the underlying
sexism that has reared its ugly nose
into our society.
The Hillary media debacle has
caused all of us to take a step back
and wonder: what kind of people
are we?
In this light, Seattle University
has the chance to be a leader for the
people, to take a stand and be the
change that we want to see in the
world, as Gandhi would say.
And while I've focused on many
of the negative developments of
the past few years, our school has
the right to be proud of countless
females who have taken up leadership roles and flourished in the

challenge.
While these three women played

dramatically different roles

on cam-

pus, they nonetheless were leaders,
both among faculty and staff and
in the eyes of students.
Today, however, three men occupy these positions on campus
while just two out of the nine
individuals that make up the university's Executive Team—which is
composed of the president, senior
vice president, provost and subsequent vice presidents—are women;
a

baffling 22
For

a

percent.

campus that is made up

I urge the administration and
the task force assigned to finding
a replacement for the "Queen of
Hugs," Mary Romer, to look deep
within and see that we are in need
of a female force once again in the
position of director of Campus
Ministry.
It's time to recognize that we are
a premier institution, a premier institution that is not, in any way, a
sexist one.

Nick can be reached at
mccarvel@seattleu.edu

Reexamine Ron Paul's policies
Why? For one, it contains in-

Michael Lis-Sette
Volunteer Writer
You would think that a sth
place showing at the lowa Caucuses
would dim the hopes of the supporters of Ron Paul.
But, given the reactions of a
vast

number of the

most

hardcore

of his true believers—especially
those found on the Internet—you
would think he was going to have
been inaugurated as President this

week.
This sort of cult-like devotion
the congressman from Texas inspires, from the heights ofreason to
the depths of Digg.com, would be
frightening if their messiah wasn't
so ineffectual, and the positions
he holds so downright bizarre, as
to never stand a chance of being

implemented.
Whilehis promotion of outdated and disastrous economic concepts such as a return to the gold
standard is well known, there are
aspects of his persona that are far
less well known, ones that would
prove far less savory if they were
more widely publicized.
One ofthe more "benign" is his
public denial of evolution, which
took place during the past several

weeks at a campaign event.
Then, there is his political newsletter, which dates all the way back
to

1978.

Alternately known as the "Ron
Paul Political Report," "Ron Paul's
Freedom Report," and the "Ron
Paul Survival Report"—it stands
alongside a publication called "The
Ron Paul Investment Letter"—it
has long been the black sheep of
Congressman Paul's political career.
And for good reason.

stances ofunabashed racism, as detailed in a recent article by James
Kirchick in "The New Republic."
Take, for instance, a point at
which one of Paul's publications
discussed a 1992 study which found
that 85 percent ofall black males
in Washington D.C. are arrested
at some point in their life. That
article said, according to Kirchick,
that "95 percent of the black males
in Washington D.C. are semi-criminal or entirely criminal."

Homosexuals...

were far better off
when social pressure
forced them to hide

their activities.
The New Republic
Ron Paul's Political Newsletter
Then there

was

the time it de-

rided black activists who wanted
New YorkCity after Dr.
Martin Luther King Junior by suggesting that "Welfaria," "Zooville,"
"Rapetown," "Dirtburg," and
"Lazyopolis" would be more appropriate a commemoration of
the Reverend, again according to
Kirchick; anyone familiar with
Paul's newsletter will see the special
ire it held for Dr. King.
There is also the direct praise
it gave to former KKK Imperial
Wizard David Duke when he ran
for the Senate in Louisiana in 1990,
concluding in one article that "our
to rename

priority should be to take the antigovernment, anti-tax, anti-crime,

anti-welfare loafers, anti-race privilege, anti-foreign meddling message
of Duke, and enclose it in a more
consistent package of freedom,"
reported Kirchick.
And then there's the rampant

homophobia.
Writing after then-President
George H.W. Bush had invited
the heads of several gay rights
groups to the White House for
the signing of a hate-crime bill,
the newsletter said, "Homosexuals
[...] not to speak of the rest of society, were far better off when social
pressure forced them to hide their
activities."
AIDS was used to pick on gays
in a number of different ways, reported Kirchick, such as when the
newsletter chose to comment on a
rise in the AIDS infection rate by
saying "gays in San Francisco do
not obey the dictates of good sense.
[...] These men don't really see a
reason to live past their fifties. They
are not married, they have no children, and their lives are centered on
new sexual partners."
Finally, there's the way his publications treated the Jews and Israel.
Take, for instance, a 1990 edition in which said that there are
"tens of thousands of well-placed
friends of Israel in all countries who
are willing to work [...] for the
Mossad in their area of expertise."
And then there's the newsletter's
reaction to the 1993 World Trade
Center bombing, again, as related
in Kirchick's piece: "Whether it was
a setup by the Israeli Mossad, as a
Jewish friend of mine suspects, or
was truly a retaliation by the Islamic
fundamentalists, matters little."
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Society introverted,
victims ignored
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
On Jan. 8, a 22-year old
woman was brutally attacked
with a hammer by a male assailant. After having her skull fractured, jaw broken and any sense
of safety permanently depleted,
the woman, blinded by the random attack, stumbled down the
block. Screaming for help, she
knocked on the door of a sorority. No answer.

Emotionally traumatized,
aware ofhow badly she was

not

hurt, the woman again traveled
down the block in search of her
car. She could see cars passing as
she continued to beg for help, but
no one stopped. Finally arriving
at her car, she drove herself, with
potentially-fatal injuries, to a security location and asked a guard
for help.
Itself a story capable of making
the coldest face grimace, the true
shock of the case came days later,
when police and potential witnesses worked together to uncover
a horrific aspect of die crime.
It was witnessed by anywhere

from several to dozens ofpeople.
No one stopped, and few have
come forward. A woman, who we
learned had already watched her
entire

family

as they were mur-

dered in Rwanda, and had just
been attacked and nearly killed
for no apparent reason, was furtrier scarred emotionally because
no one would help.
We may never know ifanyone
actually knew what they were seeing and chose not to stop. At least,
I believe most of us would like to
hope this was not the case.
But by any account, it seems to
be highly unlikely that no one saw
the woman either being attacked
or witnessed her stumbling down
the block, screaming for help.
Not one call to 911, not one
helping hand or comforting voice.
All she heard was the sound of
cars rushing by, and all she saw
was a huge problem with our
And how have Ron Paul and
his campaign for the Presidency
reacted to questions raised on these
statements—among many others?
By portraying him as, in effect, a
slacker ignorant of what was being
done in his name.
As noted in Kirchick's article,
from which all the quotes used
above were obtained, Ron Paul
campaign spokesman Jessie Benton
has said Paul had given "various levels of approval" to what was put
in to the publication, from "no
approval" to actually writing some
of it.
As Kirchick points out, this
would be believable if the newsletter itself had existed for only a short
time, or if the Far-Right writings
had appeared very infrequently.
The fact that it just kept happening,
for decades at a time, even, really
begs the question of how logical an
assumption that would be.
Some of his supporters have

society today.
We can blame the ineptitude
of those people on a number
of factors. Maybe no one saw.

Maybe no one realized what they
saw. Maybe they were desensitized, maybe we play too many
video games, maybe Eminem and
Marilyn Manson told them

not

to stop.

The time for excuses is over.
In a case like this, only one
conclusion can be drawn. We
are a society of completely selfinvolved individuals. There is the
theory that people who witnessed
the attack went into shock, or
froze. The chance that this happened to everyone in the area is
nearly impossible.
People do not want to stop
and help. Doing so could get
them involved in something tiiat
could change their life plans.
She already got it bad, let's not
make it worse by getting involved
and having this situation ruin
two lives.
I cannot compare die attitudes
of the young in today's society to
those ofanother, because I am one
of the guilty. I lower my head,
keep my headphones on, wish
sometimes, like a self-absorbed,
hormonal 15-year-old, to be left
alone. I like to diink I may have

stopped to help, at least called
for help, but who knows, maybe
I would have been too busy wondering what my girlfriend really
thought of my singing voice.
The situation with this young
woman was unacceptable. Any
who saw and did nothing should
be ashamed. But all of us should
use this horrific occurrence as
a learning tool. Take the head
phones off, raise your head,
step out of your little world and
try to develop a little bit of a
connection to the world
around you.
We owe it to this young woman to do so.

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu

to shift blame away
from Paul by casting some of it on
Lew Rockwell, Pauls Congressional
Chief of Staff from 1978 to 1982
and well known Libertarian activist. Even if it were the case that

attempted

Rockwell could be blamed for the
content

inside

articles,

it still doesn't address the

so

many different

fact diat Paul let them be published
directly under his name.
In the end, it comes down to
this: is this some sort of disinformation campaign brought on by
"Anti-Pauls" who hate his message
of freedom? Or are they the rantings of a racist, homophobic, antiSemitic old man and his allies?
Given their prevalence in the
historical record, I'm going to go
with the latter, and be even gladder that Ron Paul will never be the
President of the United States.

Michael can be reached at
lissette@seattleu.edu
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safety
reports

Possible Narcotics
Jan. 14, 4:45 p.m.

Seattle U Mission trip to Nicaragua

Public Safety responded to a
report of three teenage males
smoking something from a glass
pipe. The teenagers ran offwhen
they heard a university contractor calling Public Safety. Public
Safety checked the area to no

Photo essay by Mallory Erickson, senior engineering major

I went to Managua,

Nicaragua with the Seattle U Engineers Without Borders club. Our group consisted of four facilities staff members, two
engineering professors, two engineering students, one of the professor's nephews, and myself. We worked with a group called Fey Alegn'a
(Faith and Joy) at a local elementary school. During the winter in Managua, rainwater would collect in the front courtyard of the school, forcing
students and teachers to wade through more than ankle-deep water. We went to help level the courtyard and provide a drainage solution.

This boy lives across the street from the family I stayed with. His
mother makes fresh tortillas in the mornings and sells them for one
Cordoba each (roughly 5 cents). I guess he was puzzled by my being
there and taking pictures of him.

Arrest and CTW
Jan. 14,10:35 p.m.
—

—

Public Safety responded to a
report of a male talking to himself in the men's restroom in the
Chapel of St. Ignatius. Public
Safety contacted the Seattle Police Department after receiving
an inmate corrections card for
identification. The Seattle Police
Department found the mate had a
warrant for his arrest and booked
him into jail.

Indecent Liberties
Jan. 16,11:00 a.m.
A woman student reported a
male student placing his hands
on her inappropriately. Public
Safety is investigating.

W While working at the school, we were visited by parents, students,
curious on-lookers and several stray dogs. This photo captures a
rather serene image of this dog, but usually it was running around or
getting into our food. Chris Stoll looks content as well, taking a break
from the difficult work of breaking up concrete.

Theft

P\

2:40 p.m.
lafety took a report from a
reporting her roommate
ig her clothes.

No Contact Order
Jan. 18,2:00 p.m.

A staff person dropped off a copy
of a no-contact order regarding
an ex-family member.

Jan. 19, 2:30 am.
Public Safety and theSeattle Fire
Department evaluated a student
who passed out with a fever. The
student was transported to a local hospital for treatment. The
Residence Housing Department
returnedfrom the hospital report.ing the student was satisfactory.

A

One day while working at the school, two students named Joshua
and Johnny came to help out. When I got out my camera to take
pictures of the progress, they were amazed to see the images right
away on the back of the camera. When I let them take their own
pictures, while I held onto the body of the camera, Joshua captured
this image of Johnny. I love the detail of his face, and the piece of
gum that is sticking out of his mouth.

Sudoktator

difficulty: medium

The Spectator will be featuring weekly Sudoku number puzzles
on backwords during winter quarter. Please send any questions
or comments to spectator@seattleu.edu.
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Jan. 20,12:30 a.m.
Public Safety contacted janitorial
services to clean up vomit in a
men's room in a residence hall.

1

_J9
Medical Safety Check
Jan. 20, 5:40 a.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle Fire
Department checked on a female
student regarding her intoxication
and mood changes reported by
her friend and roommate.
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Bio-hazard clean-up
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In Nicaragua, the preferred method of riding in a truck is standing
up in the back of it, and holding onto the cab. Sometimes, you'll see
truck beds filled with standing men, women and children. The only
difficulty in doing this is the presence of hundreds of speed bumps
throughout the city, which the people there call "policfas acostados"
("sleeping policemen").
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